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I
n 2011, TCIA representatives participated in conferences, organized

lunches, held meetings and visited members in Alaska, California,

Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland,

Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina,

New Hampshire, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Texas,

Virginia, Wisconsin, Washington, D.C., and Vancouver, British Columbia.

In 2012, TCIA is committed to bringing its much-requested education, training, business management

assistance and networking models to you in more ways, in more locations, and at even more affordable

prices. Members and prospective members will find that the value of their involvement with TCIA will

continue to grow. 

What you might have missed recently and what you can expect in the months ahead include:

Free or almost free training near you

u With the support and at the urging of the manufacturers of brush chippers, TCIA is creating a

Chipper Operator Specialist program that we’ll roll out at small, free or almost free workshops near you.

At dealerships, regional arborist meetings and anywhere else we can draw a crowd, members and non-

members will have an inexpensive and nearby way to train employees.

u With a federal grant from OSHA, TCIA will hold free EHAP workshops around the country on safe-

ty and the electrical hazards associated with trees. 

u The world’s largest tree care trade show, TCI EXPO, returns to Baltimore – one of its most popu-

lar venues. Easy access and free or almost free trade show passes make this the best bargain in the green

industry.

u A TCIA Young Business Leaders Group launched in 2011 – online and in face-to-face meetings –

so younger owners can network, share ideas and plan for the future with others at similar stages of their

business careers. Are you part of the group?

u Sometime in early 2012, the 1,000th Certified Treecare Safety Professional will join the ranks of

safety trainers around the country who help reduce injuries and fatalities in the industry. Look for a

CTSP workshop near you.

Greater recognition of professional tree care

u From the Better Business Bureau to Reader’s Digest to Angie’s List, TCIA’s public relations out-

reach explains why homeowners need to hire professional tree care companies. The association’s tree

care video series has been seen by almost 1 million viewers who are starting to appreciate the difference

between professionals and the rest.

u TCIA launched its first consumer newsletter in May. This quarterly electronic publication focuses

on educating homeowners on caring for their trees and landscape and explaining why and when to hire

credentialed professionals. Go to Treecaretips.org and have a look.

u Accreditation continues to expand. TCIA had twice as many companies enrolled in Accreditation at

the end of the year as the start of the year. More and more towns are requiring or recommending it in

bid specs.

u TCIA recorded professionally voiced radio ads for members’ use in their own marketing campaigns.

Three were designed specifically for accredited companies.

Outlook

TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest industry news and information on regulations, standards, prac-
tices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential,
municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the
non-profit Tree Care Industry Association, we vow to sustain the same uncompromising standards of excellence as our members
in the field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
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Setting the standards for tree care

u State by state, TCIA is writing the rules to keep your employees safer in the

field. TCIA staff and member volunteers saw their hard work rewarded when

Virginia’s Tree Trimming Regulation finally became law. Much like Virginia,

Maryland OSHA is almost done with a comprehensive arborist standard, written

with much input from TCIA. A lengthy process to revise all the California OSHA’s

regulatory titles relating to general tree work is almost complete.

u TCIA launched work on four new ANSI standards: Root and Root Zone

Management; Urban Forest Products; Tree Risk Assessment (already released); and

Integrated Pest Management. Urban Forest Products will give the tree care indus-

try a standard to reference in our efforts to get urban forest products accepted as

mainstream products for use in LEEDs, FSC green certified wood specs, govern-

ment sanction for green energy, and other uses.

Online access moves onward

u A new JobBoard lets job seekers look for targeted and industry-specific oppor-

tunities while employers can find candidates with the skills they need. 

u A Basic Arboriculture online webinar tutoring series gives your new hires and

inexperienced arborists the chance to improve their knowledge and appreciation for

tree care.

u TCIA’s winter webinar series takes on a wide variety of topics. One of the most

popular last winter was, “Working more closely with insurance companies after

storms.” Wonder why? It’s archived online and waiting for you.

In 2012 and into the future, TCIA is working to make the tools of business suc-

cess more accessible, more affordable and more necessary for your company. Keep

your eyes and ears open … TCIA will be nearby soon.

Mark Garvin

Publisher

TCIA is headed your way
(Continued from page 4)

Regional Section Features
In this section:

Rigging Rope and Hitch
Stress
By Brian Kane and Dennis Ryan

Diary of a Storm Chaser –
Part II
By Michael Roche

Chain Saw Safety Training
By Gary Lovallo

RS1

RS10

RS6

Subscribers in the New England and
Mid-Atlantic region (NY, NJ, PA) will find
an additional Regional Section with
local news in the middle this issue of
TCI, including the articles and content
listed below. If you are not receiving
your magazine in one of those states,
you may access this content in the
online version of TCI, at www.tcia.org.
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Performing a visual tree inspection. A Level Two
Assessment may involve basic diagnostic tools for detec-
tion of defects in the above ground tree parts. Photo
courtesy of Andrew Koeser, International Society of
Arboriculture, Bugwood.org.
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By Eric Wiseman, Ph.D.

W
hile I have no data to support

this, I suspect that we may start

seeing more tree hazards and

tree failures in the near future – I’ll explain

why I think this in just a moment. At the

same time, I believe we are also seeing a

heightened standard of care for tree risk

management – and the expectation of high-

er quality tree care for those practicing

arboriculture. Combined, an increase in

tree hazards and an expectation of higher

standards for tree care may very well cre-

ate heightened potential

liability – for property owners

as well as tree care providers.

Why do I believe we are

experiencing a heightened

standard of care for arboricul-

ture generally and risk

management specifically? I

think it is as simple as this:

organizations such as TCIA

and innumerable professional

arborists have done a tremen-

dous job in recent years of making the

public aware of proper arboriculture. The

general public is very aware and very capa-

ble of distinguishing high quality versus

low quality arboriculture. As a result, the

expectation for a higher level of arboricul-

ture practices has been raised as well.

Why do I think that we may be entering

an era of more tree hazards and tree fail-

ures? There are several reasons. First is the

fact that we have a lot of baby boomer

trees out there. Baby boomers – the people

– are now making the transition from the

workforce into their retirement years.

Aging along with them are the trees that

were planted by their parents. These trees

are getting up there in age, and as trees get

older, they get larger and tend to accumu-

late defects. As a result, there is a greater

likelihood of tree failures and, due to

greater size, there are greater consequences

to these failures, which we know are two

key elements of the relative risk that trees

pose.

The other thing that I think might con-

tribute to more tree hazards and failures is

the fact that we are planting a lot of trees,

at least in some places. Probably everyone

is aware of the Million Trees New York

City initiative. You can name almost any

city and there is probably a similar ini-

tiative. New York City this past fall

surpassed the 500,000 tree mark. There

are a lot of trees out there and this is cre-

ating, amongst some people, a lot of

anxiety. A recent New York Times article

was headlined, “As City Plants Trees,

Some Say a Million Are Too Many.”

While most of us agree that the world

could benefit from more trees, there are

obviously a lot of concerns about our

capacity to provide preventive mainte-

nance for these trees. And we know that

preventive maintenance is a key element

in preventing tree hazards and,

therefore, tree liabilities.

Another factor that might

contribute to elevated tree haz-

ards and failures in the near

future is the recession of our

economy, particularly when it

comes to publicly owned trees.

Tree maintenance has been

commonly deferred over the last

few years, and both municipali-

ties and private land owners may

not be providing the same level of tree

care, in general, compared to pre-recession

years. In some cities such as San

Francisco, municipalities are actually

transferring maintenance of street trees to

adjacent property owners. Some people are

going to take that mandate very seriously

and provide an appropriate level of care

because they value their trees and they

understand the consequences of neglected

trees. But undoubtedly there are going to

be a lot of trees that do not receive preven-

tive maintenance. As the economy

recovers, tree care will surely follow suit,

but what opportunities have we missed to

eliminate minor defects in juvenile trees

that may prove problematic in the future?

Compounding this factor – the lack of or

deferment of tree maintenance – is that our

global climate is changing and with that

may come more extreme weather, which

often contributes to tree failures. An article

in the Huffington Post last fall cited a new

report from the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change stating that the “world

needs to get ready for more dangerous and

‘unprecedented extreme weather.’” We

have seen examples of extreme weather

this year with the tornadoes in the south-

east and droughts in the southwest, and,

indeed, even the very unusual early season

snowstorm last October in the northeast

that caught the trees with their foliage still

on them, causing quite a bit of damage.

So we have set up the premise here that

tree hazards and tree failures may be on the

upswing. As such, tree risk assessment will

likely become a more important part of our

ANSI Part 9

These overhead dead branches are just waiting to crash down.
Photo courtesy of Andrew Koeser, International Society of
Arboriculture, Bugwood.org

A visual inspection easily spots this dangerous branch
that is about ready to fall on to this roof. Photo by Guy
Meilleur, Better Tree Care, Bugwood.org



arboricultural duties. Fortunately, just in

time, a new standard, ANSI A300 (Part 9)-

2011 Tree Risk Assessment a. Tree

Structure Assessment, was just approved

last year. So, let’s take a look at the

Standard and talk about what’s in it and

why.

Part 9 comprises five clauses: the first

clause reiterates the scope, purpose and

application of ANSI A300 standards col-

lectively. The subsequent four clauses

(numbered 90-93) pertain specifically to

assessment standards, normative refer-

ences, definitions and assessment

practices. Let’s take a closer look at the

key content of these four clauses.

Clause 90 identifies the purpose and rea-

son for the Standard, the qualifications for

implementation of the Standard, and the

safety mandates of the Standard. The pur-

pose of Part 9 is to provide guidelines for

the practice of tree risk assessment and to

provide standards for writing specifica-

tions. It is the first national standard to

address risk management of trees and takes

precedent over any previous tree care man-

agement standards and guidelines with

respect to risk assessment.

Clause 91 has the normative references

to ANSI Z133 and 29 CFR 1010, which is

a common element of the A300 standards.

Clause 92 provides definitions of risk

assessment terms. Terminology is incredi-

bly important in all of the A300 standards,

particularly Part 9. It includes some key

definitions, perhaps even some underlying

concepts, that many arborists are not

familiar with or are not consistently apply-

ing. 

First of all is simply understanding what

ANSI A300 defines as a tree risk assess-

ment: “A systematic process used to

identify, analyze, and evaluate risk.” 

“Mitigation” is a term that I see com-

monly used inappropriately. In the

Standard, it is very clearly defined as the

process of diminishing risk. We do not

eliminate risk in trees when we perform

some form of mitigation practice. We are

minimizing the risk to some acceptable

level, which should always be a determi-

nation by the tree owner, not the arborist.

Be very careful how you use that term mit-

igation when you are writing a

specification or a subsequent recommen-

dation. 

Another important related concept is

that of “residual risk.” It is incredibly

important that we communicate to clients

and tree owners that when we perform

some type of risk mitigation, there is going

to be a residual risk. That is, there is going

to be risk remaining after mitigation. We

have not nullified the risk; what we have

done is, hopefully, reduced it to an accept-

able, reasonable level.

Clause 93 is where we find standards

about risk assessment practices. It is bro-

ken into six main sub-clauses: assessment

objectives, qualifications, scope of work,

levels of assessment, target identification,

and risk analysis and reporting practices.

When you look closely at the standards for

assessment practices, you will see that the

process of assessment – how we go about

doing it – varies depending on the context

and the objective of the assessment. The

idea of risk analysis being the systematic

use of information to identify and estimate

risk is very important for understanding

the intent of this enterprise. 

Objectives are one of the key principles

of all A300 standards – having a clear

TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 201212

Neglected decaying and covered in fungi, this tree is an
accident just waiting to happen. Photo courtesy of USDA
Forest Service - Northeastern Area Archive, USDA Forest
Service, Bugwood.org
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defensible objective for the specification

that we are writing. The objective of the

assessment, as stated in the Standard, shall

be based on three things: the context in

which we find the tree, the intended use of

the site on which the tree resides, and the

scope of our assignment. 

The scope of the assignment is another

important aspect of writing a clear specifi-

cation. The Standard specifies that the

arborist should perform tree structure

assessments on only those trees specifical-

ly identified in the scope of work. I think

this is commonly where arborists have

found themselves between a rock and a

hard place in the past because either they

didn’t clearly identify the scope of the

work or the scope was erro-

neously inferred, causing

problems for the parties

involved. The Standard recom-

mends that the scope of work

include things such as the loca-

tion and manner of selecting

trees for inclusion in the assess-

ment, the level of the risk

assessment, the type of report

that will be provided, the time

frame for reporting, the audi-

ence of the report, and whether

or not any mitigation recom-

mendations will be made based

on the assessment. 

Clause 93 also defines the

levels of tree risk assessment,

which has always been a point of confu-

sion and inconsistency in risk assessment

practices. The Standard identifies three

assessment levels of increasing spatial and

technical intensity, which are dictated by

the scope and objective of the assessment

assignment.

Level One is the most basic inspection

level, a limited visual assessment of an

individual tree or a population of trees near

specified targets. This is what we call the

classic “windshield survey.” Level one

may be appropriate in the municipal con-

text or for a homeowners association

where there are relatively large populations

of trees under moderate management

intensity. We might choose to drive along a

route and make limited visual assessments

of the trees in relation to specified targets.

This Level One assessment, according to

the Standard, shall be from a specified per-

spective, so when you are writing the

specification, indicate whether it will be on

foot, by vehicle or even perhaps by aerial

patrol, which might be for very large-scale

projects.

The Level Two assessment is interme-

diate in inspection intensity. This is a

360-degree, ground-based visual inspec-

tion of above ground tree parts that

includes observations on the targets and

related site conditions. A Level Two

specification may specify mallet sound-

ing or use of basic diagnostic tools for

detection of defects in the above ground

tree parts, and there is an imperative that

this Level Two assessment shall include

identification of any defect indicators.

This does not mean that you have to

evaluate those defect indicators. It is

simply saying that you shall make note

of those and report their presence to the

owner or the client.

Level Three is the highest intensity

assessment. It includes all of the Level

Two requirements and should be undertak-

en when the extent and severity of defects

identified at Level Two cannot be deter-

mined with Level Two methods. Level

Three assessment shall include one or

more advanced assessment methods, but

avoid harming the tree unnecessarily in the

use of those methods. There is a whole list-

ing of these methods in the Standard that I

won’t enumerate here, but I will note that

they include methods for evaluat-

ing both aboveground and

belowground tree parts.

Clause 93 also addresses target

identification as well as risk

analysis and reporting. We all

know that target identification is

an important aspect of risk

assessment, but a key point made

in the Standard is the need to con-

sult with the tree owner to

identify known and foreseeable

targets that may not be apparent

to an arborist unfamiliar with a

particular landscape. As for risk

analysis and reporting, field data

analysis should consider one or

more of the following tree condi-
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This decaying silver maple could collapse at any moment. Photo by Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org

Not even a reconstructed curb can keep this live oak’s enormous root system contained.
Photo by William Fountain, University of Kentucky, Bugwood.org



tions that have bearing on the degree of

failure risk: the type of tree; the condi-

tion of the tree; the type, severity, and

location of defects; whether or not the

tree has experienced any compensatory

growth, and any crown architecture

considerations. Also to be considered

are site conditions, maintenance history

and past failure patterns that may con-

tribute to future failure risk. And,

finally, what are our options for risk

mitigation. 

Providing a written report may or

may not be within the scope of our risk

assessment assignment. Our charge may

simply be to provide a verbal report on

the risk analysis. When a written report is

dictated by the specification and scope of

work, then it should include these ele-

ments: identification and location of the

tree or trees; a description of the methods

used in observing and measuring the tree;

a listing of the assessment data; the recom-

mendations we are making for risk

mitigation or additional assessments.

Another element of risk reporting is

declaring some of the very important

caveats that come along with risk assess-

ment and management. One of these

important caveats is that arboricultural

treatments cannot eliminate all potential

tree structure and stability concerns. We

have to understand and communicate the

fact that trees are living organisms and

that there is considerable uncertainty

about their anatomy and their response to

the unknowns of weather and site activi-

ty. Also, we have to communicate the

extent of residual risk, which is a term

that we defined earlier. The fact that

upon performing some sort of mitigation

procedure there is still a non-zero proba-

bility that that tree may fail in the future

is an important point to communicate.

Finally, there are some directives in the

Standard about owner determination. Who

takes responsibility for this tree? The

Standard states that the tree owner or con-

trolling authority retains responsibility for

scheduling repeat or advanced assess-

ments, for determining appropriate actions

as a result of the assessment, and then for

finally implementing those actions. It is the

arborist’s responsibility to communicate

this to the tree custodian in his or her

assessment report.

My take-home messages for this article

are, first of all, that standards and best

practices are just one key pillar of high

quality arboriculture that go along with

formal education and training and practical

field experience. Second, A300 establishes

consensus performance standards for

arboriculture and provides guidelines for

writing work specifications. Third,

A300 Part 9 is the first national standard

to address tree risk assessment focusing

on practices, analysis and reporting,

which should move us closer to having a

clear standard of care for tree risk

assessment and, therefore, a better

understanding of our duty to our clients

and their trees.

Eric Wiseman is associate professor
of urban forestry and arboriculture in
the Department of Forest Resources
and Environmental Conservation at
Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Va., and
a TCIA Accreditation Council member.

This article was based on his presenta-
tion on the same subject at TCI EXPO
2011 in Hartford, Connecticut, last
November. To listen to the audio record-
ing of his presentation, visit
www.tcia.org and click on podcasts on
the homepage; or, in the digital version
of TCI Magazine online, click here.
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By Anthony Tresselt, CTSP

P
eople are the heart of any busi-

ness. The best equipment, most

prime location or most loyal cus-

tomers mean nothing without good

people to drive a tree company forward.

The question is, how do we find good

people? How do we train, then develop

them into the top performers all compa-

nies need? How do we replace them as

they move up in, on or possibly out of,

an organization? 

As with many things, there are no

easy answers. However, a few key ideas

can steer us in the right direction, and

give us insight into the perplexing issues

of talent management. 

First, consider what a top performer

is. Develop a list of desired behaviors

and traits. Arrange personal and profes-

sional traits into a hierarchy based on

their importance to the position. Refine

this by observing role models. Look to

other companies, to history, to yourself,

to people you know are successful.

Observe how they do what they do. Define

and clarify a reasonable template of the

skills and traits you seek. It’s hard to find

what you are looking for if you have no

clue what it is!

When dealing with a top performer, keen

observation skills are necessary. What is it

that makes this person so effective? You

could ask the individual, but chances are

his or her answer will be vague.

Successfully completing a task, whether it

be sharpening a chain or leading a team, is

a complex combination of smaller tasks.

For the synergy of success to happen,

every “little” part must come together.

Highly successful people may do, say or

think things that are second nature to them-

selves, but crucial to success. They most

likely do these things unconsciously and

therefore will fail to include them in their

list of steps to complete the task. Observe,

ask questions, and make this list for them.

It will give you great insight into how peo-

ple are great at their tasks.

After you have refined your hiring

objectives, find people who fit them close-

ly. Keep in mind that the perfect person is

not going to appear. He or she must be

developed. An excellent developmental

tool is the assessment.

Assessment by definition is the valuation,

both positive and negative, of ability or

value. Often managers dread assessment

especially if it is negative. This dread stems

from the personal relationship between peo-

ple as they work together. Nobody likes to

say negative things to another. It is impor-

tant to put professional assessment into the

proper perspective. It is not personal. It must

be based on critical, observable behaviors

related to the job and must be presented as

such during a review. Job performance, pro-

fessional effectiveness and any other job

related criteria are not personal nor should

their evaluation be considered a review of

personal attributes.

Enter into any assessment, positive or

negative, with a desire to help.

Assessments given in an attitude of gen-

uine concern for others avoid the

personal aspects and concentrate on the

professional ones. All assessments

whether positive or negative need to be

grounded. We ground an assessment by

accumulating tangible facts and/or stats

so both the reviewer and reviewed can

see the trend, behavior or attitude. Begin

any assessment by inviting the person

being assessed to share his or her per-

spective of his or her performance based

on the required behaviors. This creates

personal engagement and accountability

and gives you insight into the person’s

level of understanding and skill.

Training leaders is no easy task. It

takes time and effort. Start by being the

leader you want others to be. Leadership

by example is a powerful, effective tool.

Maintaining a positive attitude, commu-

nicating clearly and constantly,

expressing the vision are the basic tools

to exemplify; that coupled with good

communication and then even better

communication. Are you seeing a theme

here? I simply cannot overstate the power

of effective communication and its role in

leadership.

Look for ways to engage. Team mem-

bers stay engaged in their jobs when they

feel safe, are a contributing member of an

effective team and are appreciated for their

contributions. These are intangible benefits

that cost nothing extra and help keep your

top performers in place and working hard.

Express appreciation and tie it into tangi-

ble, relatable behaviors, actions or results.

Be specific.

Developing new top performers can be

boiled down to a four-step process: Model,

Mentor, Monitor and Multiply. This is the

handy “4M” format I adapted from John

Maxwell’s excellent book, Developing The
Leaders Around You.

Model by being the leader you want oth-

ers to be. 

Mentor by guiding and teaching. 

When looking for top performers, keep in mind that the perfect per-
son is not going to appear. He or she must be developed. Photo
courtesy of Arborwell.

Management Exchange
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Monitor by letting your future leaders

lead, succeed and fail. 

Multiply by letting the generation you

developed help develop the next. 

Document the steps taken, have those

that you have taught to lead write the man-

ual. It will be an excellent blueprint for

next time around.

None of this can be done without yet

another acronym, B.E.S.T, again adapted

from John Maxwell. 

“B” is for Believe. To be willing to

guide or teach someone else, you must

believe he or she is capable of the task you

wish them to do.

“E” is for Equip. You must give those

you teach the tools and authority to per-

form the tasks you desire. A leader who has

to go ask permission for every task or nec-

essary tool, physical or otherwise, is no

leader at all.

“S” stands for share. Be honest and

direct with those you mentor. Tell the truth

and expect the truth in return. Be robust in

your communication. Give the why’s and

what-for’s of all decisions made. Knowing

the intricacies behind a decision can make

all the difference to acceptance, especially

if the decision is unpopular.

“T” is for trust. Without trust you are

wasting your time. None of the other

points can be followed up on without the

trust of those you mentor. 

Conclusion

Choose your new people wisely. Select

for traits that will help them succeed in

your organization. Base your criteria on

proven winners, whether past or present.

Look to other industries and how they have

selected and succeeded. Use success as

your guideline.

Explore, find and implement good ways

to provide positive and negative assess-

ments of an employee’s behavior. Do it

often. Remain professional by keeping in

mind that it is possible to be unhappy with

someone’s actions yet still like and respect

the person.

Develop systems to engage employees.

Show them that you care, are interested and

want them to succeed. Seek simple ways to

show appreciation. Many business owners

assume that all employees want is more

money. Certainly money is important, but

so is a feeling of working toward a common

goal. Communicate the goals that you as

business visionary have formed. Then com-

municate your ideas for getting there and

listen to others. Your ideas may spur other

good ideas. Leadership, vision and commu-

nication are the fundamentals you must

practice, share and develop. Lead as you

want others to lead. 

Tony Tresselt, CTSP, is director of safety

and training for Arborist Enterprises, Inc.,
an accredited, 11-year TCIA member com-
pany based in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
This article was based on his presentation
on the same subject at TCI EXPO 2011 in
Hartford, Connecticut.  listen to the audio
recording of his presentation, visit
www.tcia.org and click on podcasts on the
homepage; or, in the digital version of TCI

Magazine online, click here.

Circle 11 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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Man Lift Mfg. appoints 
president and CEO

Man Lift Manufacturing Co., appointed

Phil Sprio to the position of president and

CEO effective January 1, 2012. Sprio suc-

ceeds Jeff Bailey, who founded the aerial

lift company in Milwaukee in 2000. 

Bailey will remain a director of the com-

pany and will continue his involvement in

the design and engineering of custom lifts.

He will also serve as a member of the

Board of Man Lift’s parent company

Universal Manufacturing Co. of Lincoln,

Nebraska. Universal acquired Man Lift in

December 2010.

Don Dunn, Universal Manufacturing

president and CEO, welcomed Sprio, say-

ing, “We acquired Man Lift because we

identified great opportunity for growth; we

continue to believe we were correct and

believe Phil is the right person to help us

achieve this growth.” 

“Man Lift has a number of innovative

products in our development pipeline

which will continue to reflect input from

our customers as we bring them to market.

In addition, we are developing a number of

strategic partnerships in the aerial and

material handling segments which will fuel

our further growth in North America and

abroad.”

Stay Green expands in
Southern California

Stay Green Inc. has acquired Wurzel

Landscape, a Studio City, California-based

commercial landscape maintenance com-

pany, founded by Marc Wurzel in 1975.

Effective immediately, the acquired opera-

tions become a part of Stay Green with

additional details to be disclosed at a later

date.

“We’ve been searching for the right

company to complement our growing

position in the region. This purchase will

strengthen our core services and enable us

to be even more competitive,” said Chris

Angelo, Stay Green vice president.

We regret to report...
Dave Mooter, 67, forester emeritus for

the Nebraska Forest Service, died the first

week of February. He’d had cancer.

Nationally respected among foresters

and arborists, Mooter used his gentle-but-

direct manner and depth of knowledge to

influence the well-being of trees across the

Midlands, according to an obituary in the

Omaha World-Herald.

‘He had a real passion about good

forestry, working behind the scenes, get-

ting the work done and finding

compromise,” said horticulturist John Fech

of University of Nebraska Extension.

Fech recalled Mooter as someone who

mentored many of Nebraska’s young

foresters, an individual who conveyed

immediate commitment to good work.

In 1987, Mooter, along with his peers in

Kansas and Colorado, was influential in

helping Congress integrate urban forestry

into the 1990 farm bill. That has led to

more than $20 million in funding annually

for community forestry nationwide.

“Without Dave’s vision and guidance,

this effort may not have been successful,"”

said Eric Berg, a forester with the

Nebraska Forest Service.

In 2010, the Arbor Day Foundation

awarded Mooter the Frederick Law

Olmsted Award for his lifelong commit-

ment to trees and conservation in

Nebraska.

Among Mooter’s accomplishments,

according to the writeup, were helping to:

u Persuade state leaders to add “Home

of Arbor Day” to signs welcoming people

to Nebraska.

u Create the state’s first full-scale com-

puterized tree inventory.

u Establish, with the Nebraska

Department of Roads, a tree-planting pro-

gram alongside road projects.

u Develop arborist certification and test-

ing standards for Nebraska and develop the

annual Nebraska Arborist Association

Arborist School.

u Expand community education through

the annual Nebraska Community Forestry

Conference and Tree Care Workshops.

u Restore Omaha's canopy after the dev-

astating 1997 October snowstorm and

initiate what later became ReTree Nebraska.

He and his wife, Gail, shared a home on

her family’s farm near Kennard. In addi-

tion to his wife, Mooter is survived by two

sons, Paul and Chris; a daughter, Mary

Ellen; and brothers John and Greg.
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Bevel Buddy chipper knife sharpener
Precision Sharpening Devices Inc.’s new Bevel Buddy chipper knife

sharpeners are hand-held, lightweight, powerful, compact units that

work on both drum or disc style chippers, from small brush chippers

to large chip mills. They are designed to save money on knife

purchases and resharpening costs as well as bolts, knife

holders and clamps. Maintaining a sharp cutting edge

will also increase fuel efficiency, and operator safety

increases with fewer knife changes as well. It takes

longer to shut your chipper down than it takes to sharpen knives while they are still bolted

in the machine. One pass with the knife sharpener and you’re ready to go. The diamond

abrasive takes off 1⁄8 of an inch at a time on the side that discharges the chips so as not to

change the chipping angle. The Bevel Buddy sharpeners are offered with three power sup-

ply options: 10.8 volt battery pack, 120 volt or your machine’s 12 volt power supply.

Cutting Edge - Products
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www.tcia.org/Publications
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Bandit 2250XP beltless-drive stump grinder
Bandit’s new Model 2250XP beltless hydrostatic-drive, self-propelled stump grinder uses

a heavy-duty hydrostatic motor to directly power its 20-inch diameter cutter wheel. This elim-

inates the need for a clutch, jackshaft, drive belt, belt

tensioning system and the many sheaves and bear-

ings associated with those components. The result

is a competitively priced stump grinder that

requires less maintenance than similar machines.

A 27-hp gas engine drives two hydraulic pumps

– one for the self-propelled undercarriage and one

for the cutter wheel. The hydrostatic motor at the cutter wheel is a heavy-duty, 40cc unit that

uses an oversize bearing to manage the side-load and shock loads associated with stump

grinding. With no clutch to operate, engaging the cutter wheel is as simple as pushing a lever.

Weighing 1,500 pounds with large flotation tires and a maximum width of 35 inches, the

2250XP is easy to transport and maneuver in close quarters.

P3 Bucket Basket
P3 Manufacturing’s new Bucket Basket

is a lift basket designed to mount on the

bucket of any front-end loader, tractor or

skid steer. It is designed to provide a safe

secure work platform for doing elevated

work that meets OSHA and ASME stan-

dards [OSHA 29 CFR 1910.66(f)(5)(i)(G),

and Section 8.24 of ANSI/ITSDF B56.6-

2005] and can be mounted in a couple of

minutes requiring no tools. The basket can

also be three-point mounted and is

equipped with a tailgate that can be

used as a work bench, a large rear

access door, loading ramp, or

an extend-

ed platform to carry large items.

Equipped with a dual receiver hitch

that can be used on either the front or

rear of the basket for moving or towing a

trailer, the Bucket Basket is designed to

safely support up to 600 pounds of load

(front-mounted) or 800 pounds of load

(rear-mounted). Front mounting involves

insertion of the loader bucket into a wedge-

shaped slot at the base of the basket.

Adjustable nylon ratchet straps at both

sides of the basket keep the loader bucket

securely in the slot.

Vermeer S450TX mini skid steer
Vermeer Corp’s new S450TX mini skid steer

offers customization with engine, track and

attachment options. A Kubota 24.8-hp (18.2

kW) diesel engine provides torque perform-

ance for attachments. A Kohler EFI 27-hp

(19.9 kW) gas engine, available later this year, will provide lower fuel consumption, easier

maintenance, improved starting due to the elimination of the choke, and cleaner emissions.

A 7-inch (17.8 cm) track provides a smaller machine footprint for tight work areas. The stan-

dard 9-inch (22.9 cm) track offers reduced ground pressure for increased flotation and

stability. A 500-pound (226.8 kg) SAE-rated operating capacity with a 1,430-pound (648.6

kg) tipping capacity gives it a lot of muscle for its size. A four-pump hydraulic system pro-

vides performance and efficiency when powering a range of attachments. A single

pilot-operated joystick makes it easy to maneuver and operate. An operator presence system

suspends ground drive and attachment motion if the operator steps off the machine. A rear

panel and side shields provide service access for quick maintenance.

For more information on products fea-
tured here, circle the number on the

Reader Service Card, or visit
www.tcia.org/Publications and click on

Request information from our advertisers. 

Send Cutting Edge Product 
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Industry Almanac

Events & Seminar

March 1, 2012
ONLA Spring Field Day
Guthrie Greenhouses, Guthrie, OK
Contact: Becky, ONLA (405) 945-6737; info@oknla.org

March 6-7, 2012
MGIA 25th Annual Trade Show & Convention
Suburban Collection Showplace, Novi, MI
Contact: MGIA karla@landscape.org; (248) 646-4992

March 6-8, 2012
Art and Science of Trees Conference
Adams Pointe Conference Center, Blue Springs MO
Contact: Charles.Conner@mdc.mo.gov; (816) 622-
0900; www.mocomunitytrees.org

March 7-8, 2012
18th Annual ELA Conference and Eco-Marketplace
Springfield, MA
Contact: www.ecolandscaping.org

March 13, 2012 
EHAP - Electrical Hazards Awareness Program
Lansing Board of Water & Light, Lansing, MI
Ctct: (517) 337-4999; asm@acd.net, www.asm-isa.org

March 13, 2012
2012 Community Tree Conference
Stockbridge Hall, UMass Amherst, Amhest, MA
Contact: umassgreeninfo.org; (413) 545-0895;
eweeks@umext.umass.edu

March 17-20, 2012*
ISA Southern Chapter Annual Conference
Birmingham, AL
www.isasouthern.org

March 21, 2012 
EHAP - Electrical Hazards Awareness Program
Kalamazoo Dept. of Public Services, Kalamazoo, MI 
Ctct: (517) 337-4999; asm@acd.net, www.asm-isa.org

March 27, 2012
EHAP - Electrical Hazards Awareness Program
Grace A. Dow Memorial Library, Midland, MI
Ctct: (517) 337-4999; asm@acd.net; www.asm-isa.org

March 27, 2012*
New Hampshire Arborist Assocation Annual Meeting
The Grappone Conference Center, Concord, NH
Contact: nharborists.org

March 27, 2012*
Massachusetts Arborists Association Annual Meeting
Ken’s Steak House, Framingham, MA
Contact: www.massarbor.org; (508) 653-3320

March 27-28, 2012
L1 Precision Tree Felling & Chain Saw Handling
2-Day Hands-On Training Module
Biltmore Estate, Asheville, NC
Contact: www.ArborMaster.com; (860) 429-5028

March 29-31, 2012
L1 Tree Climbing Methods & Work Positioning
3-Day Hands-On Training Module
Biltmore Estate, Asheville, NC
Contact: www.ArborMaster.com; (860) 429-5028

April 2-3, 2012
L1 Arborist Rigging Applications
2-Day Hands-On Training Module
Biltmore Estate, Asheville, NC
Contact: www.ArborMaster.com; (860) 429-5028

April 23-24, 2012
L2 Tree Climbing Methods 
3-Day Hands-On Training Module
Biltmore Estate, Asheville, NC
Contact: www.ArborMaster.com; (860) 429-5028

April 25-27, 2012
L2 Arborist Rigging Applications
3-Day Hands-On Training Module
Biltmore Estate, Asheville, NC
Contact: www.ArborMaster.com; (860) 429-5028

April 29-May 2, 2012*
Western Chapter ISA Annual Conference
Asilomar Conference Grounds
Pacific Grove, CA
Contact: www.wcisa.net; (866) 785-8960

May 1-30, 2012 (Every Tues. & Wed.)
Arboriculture I – Basic Tree Climbing 
Committee for the Advancement of Arboriculture
Quail Hill Boy Scout Camp, Manalapan, NJ
Contact: John Perry (732) 833-0325; www.caanj.org 

May 11-12, 2012
Northeastern Forest Products Equipment Expo
Essex Junction, VT  
Contact: (315) 369-3078; expo@northernlogger.com;
nefpexpo.net

June 20-21, 2012
Greenhouse Production Short Course
OSU-OKC, Oklahoma City, OK
Contact: Becky Sellers, ONLA, (405) 945-6737;
info@oknla.org

June 28, 2012
Up By Roots with James Urban
Location: Rochester, MN
Contact: www.rochesterarboristworkshop.com

August 11-15, 2012*
ISA Annual Conference & Trade Show
Oregon Convention Center, Portland, OR
Contact: www.isa-arbor.com; (888) 472-8733

September 6-8, 2012
Lake States Logging Congress & Equipment Expo 
EAA Grounds, Oshkosh, WI
Contact: GLTPA (715) 282-5828; www.timberpa.com

September 20-21, 2012
Rock ‘n Grow! ONLA Annual Convention & Trade Show
Hard Rock Casino, Tulsa, OK
Contact: Becky (405) 945-6737; info@oknla.org

November 8-10, 2012*
2012 TCI EXPO Conference & Trade Show
Pre-conference workshops Nov. 6-7
Baltimore, MD
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; dcyr@tcia.org

February 10-14, 2013*
Winter Management Conference
St. Kitts Marriott Resort
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; dcyr@tcia.org

* Indicates that TCIA staff will be in attendance

More almanac online! For the most up to date calendar information, 
visit www.tcia.org ð news ð industry calendar

Send almanac listings to editor@tcia.org.

Send your event information to:
TCI, 136 Harvey Road, Ste. 101

Londonderry, NH 03053
or editor@tcia.org
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The net result of a safer
workplace is a healthier
bottom line. Loss Control
Surveys – part of an insur-
ance program for
companies that qualify –
are one tool to help compa-
nies get there.

By David Rattigan

H
ow closely do you look at your

business? For Kenny Mitchell,

general manager of Newcomb’s

Tree Service, a first-year TCIA member

company located in Hanson, Massachusetts,

taking charge of a family-owned business

has meant taking a long look at everything.

Part of that commitment to self-examination

included a recent four-hour loss control sur-

vey with John Iurka, one of two tree care

experts who travel the country conducting

similar surveys, which amount to an audit of

safety procedures.

The surveys are run as a contracted serv-

ice by the Tree Care Industry Association,

part of an ArborMax Insurance program

designed specifically for the industry. The

ArborMax survey, available to all accounts

with workers’ compensation coverage and

other accounts that meet a combined pre-

mium threshold, was written with input

from TCIA.

Three of the on-site survey’s four hours

were spent in the company’s offices, with a

walk around the company’s yard and facili-

ties and another stop in the field, where

Iurka could watch a crew in action – in this

case company owner Paul Newcomb Jr.

using a crane to expertly remove a tree from

the backyard of a suburban neighborhood. 

In the office, Mitchell, Paul Newcomb

Sr. and the office staff reviewed a long list

of questions on subjects covering equip-

ment usage and inspections, employee

background checks, worker training

(including defensive driver training), and

procedures and documentation of all kinds,

including the keeping of an OSHA 300 log.

“Are accidents and near misses investi-

gated?”

“Absolutely.”

“Do you conduct pre-job safety train-

ing?”

“If it’s a tough job.”

“Is the equipment secured after hours?”

“It’s locked and goes inside the barn.”

In total, the survey covered 125 items,

with questions building off of other ques-

tions.

Mitchell’s answers were specific and

unflinching, and as Iurka noted, his sincer-

ity was apparent in the openness of his

answers. “If we’re not doing it, then we’re

going to start doing it,” said Mitchell, who

was also scheduled to participate in a

Certified Treecare Safety Professional

(CTSP) workshop, another requirement for

those who qualify for the workers’ com-

pensation component of the ArborMax

program.

The carrot in this carrot-and-stick dynam-

ic is the money saved by developing a good

safety program, and the associated savings

on insurance costs. A company can also

avoid losses by avoiding workers’ compen-

sation claims and other costs that follow

injuries on the job. In a dangerous industry,

those are important savings – to say nothing

of the value of keeping workers safer.

“There are stats that show that member-

ship in TCIA makes for safer companies,

and ArborMax looks at writing workers’

compensation (insurance) only for compa-

nies accredited with TCIA or that have a

CTSP on staff,” says Iurka. Specifically, a

TCIA report on accidents shows that 80

percent of fatalities in tree care occur out-

side the TCIA membership – astounding
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Safety

From left, Paul Newcomb Jr. and Kenny Mitchell discuss operations with John Iurka, safety auditor, during a safety survey
at Newcomb’s Tree Service in Hanson, Massachusetts, in January of this year. Photo by Dave Rattigan.
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considering that in terms of man-hours

doing tree work, TCIA companies have

about 75 percent of the exposure. 

The focus on safety in TCI Magazine
and in other TCIA publications, websites,

etc. serves as a valuable reminder for those

in the field.

“I was talking with someone at a show

yesterday who’s not even a tree care com-

pany, a landscaper who does a little bit of

tree work, who said, ‘Just looking at that

magazine and looking at the injury and

fatality chart every month makes me much

keener on safety,’” Iurka says.

For many businesses, in many indus-

tries, keeping an eye on business

procedures is an important but sometimes

overlooked aspect of the daily routine. In

tough economic times, many of the tree

care companies that are struggling are

those with weaker business practices,

according to Iurka and Bob Rouse, chief

program officer for TCIA.

In tree care, a company may put its focus

on finding jobs and efficient operations,

but less so on other elements – which could

include elements such as training, docu-

mentation and other types of paperwork,

etc. Documenting everything – including

routine safety meetings – is important, says

Rouse.

But those are important elements in on-

the-job safety. Rick Weden, ArborMax

agent with Corcoran & Havlin Insurance

Agency, Inc., of Wellesley, Mass., in writing

the insurance for Newcomb’s Tree Service

noted that documentation is crucial in the

case of an accident that is investigated by

OSHA. Quoting an industry mantra, he

said, “If it’s not in writing, it didn’t happen.”

Documenting everything, including the

regular safety reviews, is also part of devel-

oping good habits, but a tough adjustment

for many tree care companies, according to

Iurka, who says, “The hardest thing in the

world is to get the men to use paper.”

By taking the steps that go into a formal

safety program, including documentation,

it helps develop good habits by keeping

bad habits at bay.

“It’s easy to have bad habits. It’s easy to

work without proper protective gear, and

it’s easy to not do formal training, and

assume that people know what to do

because they watch other people do it,”

says Iurka. “I think that’s where we come

to many of our accidents in the industry.

We assume people learn through osmosis

and not through a formal training program,

which is documented.”

Good practices yield a nice return

The survey was developed by ArborMax

in conjunction with experienced staff from

TCIA, and features some industry-specific

elements. It includes a loss-control ele-

ment, with steps a company can take to

avoid common problems – including those

that may not seem initially apparent.

“One that comes up once in a while is

that a company has a shop, with an office

built into the shop, and then that space

above the built-out office makes good stor-

age space, so they put stairs there,”

explains Rouse. “A real basic thing is to

put a railing up around it, because eventu-

ally someone’s going to walk off, or back

off, of it. It’s just a matter of time.

“A small company with a few employees

could go 15 years before it happens, but

when it happens the guy’s going to break his

leg or worse and be laid up awhile, it’s

going to be a big expense, and it’s going to

raise the cost of insurance the next year; so

for some cheap money you can prevent the

whole thing from happening.”

While individual companies can help

lower their costs through loss control,

Rouse sees an industry-wide financial ben-

efit as well.

“If the whole industry embraces this,

eventually there could be lower premiums

for the whole industry,” Rouse says.

“Certainly for an individual company, if

they’re going to do this and they keep loss-

es to a minimum, the premium should go

down.”

Generally, the companies that are most

successful during the survey process are

those with a commitment from manage-

ment.

“The ones that stick are the ones that do

embrace it,” Rouse says. In some states,

particularly, there are great benefits from the

start. For others, the benefits of running a

safe company will show up down the road,

as they build (or rebuild) a safety history.

That’s one reason that ArborMax includ-

ed the TCIA membership as a requirement

for workers’ compensation insurance.

“If you’re one company out somewhere

Rick Weden, an ArborMax agent with Corcoran & Havlin
Insurance Group, talks with Kenny Mitchell inside the
Newcomb’s Tree Service shop.

A Newcomb’s Tree Service crew member makes the cut for the crane pick of a spar. Photo by John Iurka.
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on your own and someone’s telling you to

do these things and it’s going to pay off, it

may be hard to see the forest for the trees, to

see how that’s going to work, how inspect-

ing the vehicles in the morning is really

going to help,” Rouse says. “But when you

go to a TCI EXPO, or go to other member

events and meet other members at work-

shops, you realize that the companies that

are doing the right things are the ones that

are still around, and have weathered this

economy a little better. So, having that

membership and interaction does pay off,

and that’s why ArborMax wanted it.”

The survey program started in March

2009, and is part of a complete insurance

program. The ArborMax program has been

around since 2005, developed by insurance

executives who have a tremendous amount

of experience working with insurance for

the tree care industry.

“The ArborMax policy is very compre-

hensive with regard to coverage,” Rouse

says. “It’s available for companies of any

size, but the loss control portion of the pro-

gram focuses on medium- to larger-sized

companies. It might be a little much for a

company with only one or two employees,

although it depends on the company, and

revenue, and what a company does.

“We’re trying to make more companies

in the industry insurable at a reasonable

rate,” Rouse says. “We went with the

endorsement once they added workers’

comp in 2009. We could have endorsed it

before, as a GL (general liability policy), or

we could have endorsed another program,

but it didn’t make sense for us until there

was workers’ comp. coverage because our

endorsement wouldn’t be providing any-

thing different. Workers’ compensation is

the toughest one for tree services to get.”

Even if a company doesn’t qualify for

workers’ compensation, it can benefit from

taking the steps that come with the loss

control survey. Year after year, tree care

makes the list of the five most dangerous

industries. The program can help compa-

nies build better safety records, and open

themselves to opportunities later by devel-

oping better habits.

“It’s an unforgiving business,” Rouse

says. “If you’re a hotel worker and make a

mistake, nothing’s going to happen. But if

you’re a tree worker and make mistake,

you can wind up dead.

“Because the companies are small, some-

times, even when you engage in bad

practices, you can bump along for five, 10

years, and it’s OK, you’re getting insurance.

Then eventually the big one happens and it

catches up to you. It’s just odds, really,”

adding that a good safety program can

change those odds in your favor.

Two injury trends that TCIA has identi-

fied are injuries being suffered by new

workers – which is expected and makes the

case for better training as well as for docu-

mentation that protects the company

legally – and the trend of more veteran

workers also suffering injuries. “You’ve

been doing it for 20, 30 years, maybe

more, and start to think you’ve got this

down pat, and are not paying attention as

much,” Rouse says.

The best companies do remind employees

about good safety habits, such as wearing a

hard hat. But in the eyes of the law, it needs

to be written down to provide a company

with protection in the event of an accident,

investigation and, possibly, litigation.

“If it’s not written down, it’s not good

enough.”

The follow up

Iurka says he does about 30-35 site visits

for TCIA Accreditation each year, and about

the same number for loss control surveys. 

Companies generally will self-report

after the site visit, sending photo images

that demonstrate that they’ve made recom-

mended changes. For most companies,

there is no need for a second visit.

“We are going back to companies

where we think there is a need to go

back,” Iurka says, including cases where,

“they had a lot of situations, and they’re

working on them, but they’re not working

quite fast enough; so we’re going back to

check on them. We’ve also checked on

companies where, after getting into the

ArborMax program, they’ve had a large

claim or a lot of small claims, just to see

what’s happening.” 

While he does sometimes run into com-

panies that don’t want to change, Iurka says,

in most cases, companies that go through

the process are as open as Mitchell is.

Newcomb’s is a 22-employee company

with a diverse operation that includes a

wood waste recycling program – the wood

is sold as mulch – in addition to running

two tree crews. Mitchell, who has a back-

ground in business, became general

manager last year.

“We just committed to putting safety

first,” Mitchell says.

As the visit wound down, Mitchell was

upbeat about making changes. For exam-

ple, during the walk around the grounds,

Iurka noted that the company didn’t have

“exit” signs over every door in its equip-

ment garage.

“Those will be up before I get back to

my office,” Mitchell says.

“I think the whole company was enthu-

siastic,” Iurka says. “Everybody there

seems to be buying into the fact that they

can do things much better, and move to the

next level.”

Randall McDonald, a TCIA site survey auditor, photographed this crew from McCullough’s Tree Service, Inc., a TCIA accred-
ited member company in Zanesville, Ohio, during a site visit to observe the company’s business practices.
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By Michael J. Raupp

I
n an annual rite of spring, it is time to

announce the return of tent caterpil-

lars, cankerworms, and other early

season defoliators and, thereby, provide

incentive for arborists to redouble monitor-

ing activities on a wide variety of

landscape trees and shrubs for symptoms

and signs of pesky early season caterpil-

lars. 

Eastern tent caterpillars

When forsythia’s bright yellow blos-

soms first appear, tiny Eastern tent

caterpillars, Malacosoma americanum,

hatch from dark Styrofoam-like egg mass-

es attached to small branches of cherry

trees and their close relatives in the

Rosaceae. Eggs deposited by female moths

last summer marked time through autumn

and winter, but with the return of warm

weather, dozens to more than 300 hundred

larvae hatch from each egg mass. After

hatching, caterpillars move to buds and

wait for tender young leaves to unfold.

Simultaneously, larvae build small silken

tents over buds and the surrounding

branch. 

From this bivouac, caterpillars move

along silk trails to expanding leaves and

munch nutritious foliage. As larvae grow

during March and April, their tents enlarge

and are relocated to the crotches of larger

branches near the center of the tree. Eastern

tent caterpillars are a rather chummy lot

and brothers and sisters from the same egg

mass often participate in group activities

such as communal foraging and enlarging

their remarkable tent. The tent provides

protection from predatory and parasitic

insects. Tents may also help caterpillars

conserve moisture and elevate body tem-

peratures for more rapid growth and

development during chilly spring days.

These hairy caterpillars have voracious

appetites. They can totally strip even large

trees of leaves when many tents are present. 

After caterpillars have completed devel-

opment, a mass exodus from the tree

transpires and larvae wander the land seek-

ing protected spots beneath logs, leaves,

stones, or man-made structures to spin yel-

lowish-white cocoons. Adult moths

emerge from cocoons in June or July. At

this time you may spot the tawny moths at

your porch light. Adults mate and the

female lays eggs on small branches of

rosaceous trees. These eggs house the

ensuing generation of caterpillars that

emerge with the bloom of forsythia next

spring. 

How do you know if your clients are

likely to have a problem with eastern tent

caterpillars? The best predictor of a prob-

lem this year may be the problem you had

last year. If clients had a cherry, apple or

purple plum with tent caterpillars last

spring, now is an excellent time to careful-

ly inspect the small branches and points

where branches join the trunk of the tree.

Now, and as tents enlarge and expand to

Small cherry trees are often denuded by Eastern tent caterpillars. All photos courtesy of Michael Raupp.



the crotches of the tree, put on a glove and

simply remove the tent and its inhabitants.

The old-school remedy of “burning them

out,” though dramatic, went out with the

storming of Frankenstein’s castle. Flames

are very damaging to the bark of a tree and

flaming should not be used to remove

these or any pest from a living plant. 

If left unchecked, trees festooned with

tents may be totally stripped of leaves.

While trees may recover and produce a

second flush of leaves, repeated defoliation

reduces their vigor. Removing volunteer

cherries from nearby hedgerows or unman-

aged areas may reduce the source of tent

caterpillars invading managed landscapes. 

Forest tent caterpillar

Forest tent caterpillar, Malacosoma diss-
tria, a close cousin to Eastern tent

caterpillar, soon will make an appearance

on oaks, birch, elm, maple and a wide vari-

ety of other deciduous trees. Like its kin, it

endures the winter as an egg mass attached

to small branches of its host. Unlike the

Eastern tent caterpillar, this rascal does not

form a tent; hence the name tent caterpillar

is a bit of a misnomer. However, large

numbers of forest tent caterpillars can

wreak havoc on the tender young leaves of

hardwoods. 

Because no tents are formed, mechanical

removal of this pest is not an option and

damaging populations are best dealt with

using applications of insecticides. Other

members of Malacosoma that are early

season defoliators include the Pacific tent

caterpillar, M. constrictum; Sonoran tent

caterpillar, M. tigris; Southwestern tent

caterpillar, M. incuvarum, and; Western

tent caterpillar, M. californicum.

Collectively, the clan feeds on a wide vari-

ety of hosts from several plant families

including the Fagaceae, Rosaceae,

Salicaceae, Betulaceae, Ericaeae and oth-

ers.

Cankerworms

Cankerworms and their kin belong to a

family of moths known as Geometridae, or

“earth measurers,” and they go by many

names including inchworms, loopers and

spanworms. Close on the seasonal heels of

tent caterpillars comes a duo of geometrid
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Wingless female cankerworms ascend trees in winter to
lay eggs on small branches.
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caterpillars collectively known as canker-

worms Two of the most widespread

species are the spring cankerworm,

Paleacrita vernata, and fall cankerworm,

Alsophila pometaria. 

The names spring and fall are somewhat

confusing, referring not to when the cater-

pillars are actively feeding, but rather when

the adult moth lays her eggs. Females of

both species are bizarre members of the

moth clan in that they lack wings. In

autumn, female fall cankerworms emerge

from their pupation site in the soil. They

mate with winged silvery brown males that

are often seen fluttering around porch lights

on chilly nights. On warm days in late

autumn and early winter females climb

from the soil to the treetops to lay clusters of

eggs on small branches. Adult spring

cankerworms emerge in late winter and

early spring and ascend trees to deposit their

eggs and so it is the time of egg laying that

is the basis for each species’ name. 

Eggs of both cankerworms hatch in

early spring shortly after bud break. Larvae

feed on many forest, shade and fruit trees

including apple, elm, oak, birch, beech,

hickory, linden and maple. In some years,

populations reach incredible densities and

the hungry horde of caterpillars shred ten-

der young leaves giving them a tattered,

cankered appearance. 

Winter moth

Close kin to spring and fall canker-

worms is a non-native pest called the

winter moth, Operophtera brumata. This

European native was first discovered in

North America in Nova Scotia in the

1930s. Since then it has entered the United

States on both East and West Coasts. On

the West Coast, winter moth is primarily a

pest of blueberry, but for the last decade it

has achieved major pest status in

Massachusetts and Rhode Island, where

huge populations devastate maples, elms,

ashes, basswoods, spruces and a variety of

fruiting trees and shrubs including apple,

blueberries and cherries. 

Like their cankerworm kin, female win-

ter moths are flightless, but active

throughout the chilly months when they

climb to treetops and lay eggs among the

resting buds at apical meristems. At bud

break, eggs of the winter moth hatch and

tiny caterpillars consume nutritious young

leaves.

Managing early season defoliators

The physical removal of tent caterpillars

in their tents and the destruction of egg

masses prior to hatch are excellent ways to

reduce damage associated with these pests. 

The curious annual march of canker-

worms and winter moth from pupation

sites in the soil to the tree tops has prompt-

ed some pest managers to install sticky

bands to the boles of trees to ensnare

female moths and prevent egg-laying in

the canopy. While many moths are

destroyed, the efficacy of this approach in

reducing widespread damage by canker-

worms remains largely unknown. 

Mother Nature often deals with caterpil-

lar plagues by sending legions of natural

enemies such as predators, parasites and

pathogens capable of reducing tent cater-

pillars and cankerworms to innocuous

levels. In the case of the exotic winter

Hundreds of Eastern Tent Caterpillars hatch from a single egg mass.

Cankerworms belong to the group known as inchworms
for obvious reasons.
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moth, parasitic flies from its homeland

have been imported and released in New

England to help mitigate its damage. 

Fortunately, when early season defolia-

tors reach damaging levels several

conventional and reduced-risk insecti-

cides provide effective control. The

formulated bacterium, Bacillus
thuringiensis kurstaki (Btk), is widely

used against early instar caterpillars. Btk

sprays kill with a crystalline protein that

destroys cells lining the gut of the insect. 

Spinosad is another good compound

for use against cankerworms and tent

caterpillars. It is derived as a fermenta-

tion product of a naturally occurring

microbe and its compatibility with IPM

programs, low mammalian toxicity, and

low potential for groundwater contami-

nation have earned spinosad EPA’s

reduced risks status. 

Another reduced risk product effective

against early season caterpillars is

tebufenozide. This insect growth regulator

is specific to caterpillars and causes a

lethal disruption of molting. It is very safe

to beneficial insects and many other non-

target organisms. 

Chlorantraniliprole is a new class of

insecticide with a novel mode of action

that depletes calcium from insect muscles

causing loss of muscular function. It has

systemic activity and can be sprayed on

foliage or applied through the soil. This

reduced risk compound also lists caterpil-

lars on its label. 

For situations where foliar sprays are

difficult or impossible, systemic formula-

tions of acephate and abamectin are

available as trunk injections for use against

cankerworms and tent caterpillars. 

With the return of spring, it’s time for

arborists to spring into action, and put the

smack-down on early season defoliators.
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Forest Tent Caterpillars and cankerworms sometimes occur
simultaneously on the same tree where they shred leaves. 
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For the previous pic, above, which ran in the

February 2012 issue, safety violations include:

Chain saw operator:

1) fall-arrest lanyard is wrapped through the

harness and not attached directly to a D-

ring.

2) height of chain saw is borderline at shoul-

der height (6.3.12)

3) No (visible) lanyard on chain saw (6.3.8)

Co-worker: 

4) no hard hat (3.4.2)

5) no hearing protection (3.4.6)

6) no (visible) eye protection (3.4.7)

7) no fall protection – lanyard or harness

(5.2.2)

8) poor work positioning (8.7.2) [the act of

one worker shall not create a hazard for

any other worker]

General:

9) Adding branch with two men in bucket

will exceed weight capacity (5.2.4)

10) Improper first cut location, should

reduce farther out and then cut at Y

crotch (8.7.5)

Additional comments from TCIA safety staff

and John Ball:

An oily film on the outside of the boom can

wreck the dielectric protection, and make it fail

dielectric testing.

Having the co-worker catch branches is cer-

tainly preferable to one-handing the saw.

Other reader comments – we hope these

points will garner more discussion:

u helmet is badly damaged on the back and

shouldn’t be in use

u holding saw in a risky manner with arm

bent rather than straight

u thumb not wrapped around handle of chain

saw (hard to tell)

u hard hat may not be in compliance as it

appears to not have an internal suspension sys-

tem (hard to tell)

u standing to close to a person operating a

chain saw 

u preparing to lift load too heavy for one per-

son 

u large branch not rigged prior to cutting 

u neither is wearing any Safety Hi Visibility

clothing

Congratulations to Alex Julius, a Certified

Arborist and teacher’s assistant pursuing her

master’s in Forest Resources at the University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, whose name was

drawn from our group of February respondents.

She wins a copy of TCIA’s new Pro Arborist
Series Volume 1: Climber Safety, a $44.99

value ($34.99 Member price).

In this feature, a take-off of the

Highlights Magazine children’s puzzles,

our goal is to point out unsafe behaviors

that can, and have, led to injuries or deaths

in the tree care industry. 

One month we run the image and chal-

lenge readers to identify one or more

safety violations depicted. The next month

we identify the violations and run a new

picture. The intent is that these will be used

individually and/or by crews, for Tailgate

safety sessions or in other training.

Email your name, title/job and company

name along with the violations you find to

editor@tcia.org. Each month we will draw

a name from the list of those who submit

the correct violations and award a prize to

one winner. 

Extra Credit: Point out the Z133
Standard section numbers violated.

Caution: This use of this photo is

intended to show one or more ANSI,

OSHA or other safety violations.

Activities shown are NOT approved

practices.

Cuidado: Esta es una foto para mostrar

una o mas ANSI, OSHA u otras infrac-

ciones de seguridad. Las actividades

mostradas no son practicas approvadas.

Hi-Lights for Arborists

You should find at least a few safety violations in this picture. The cover over the eyes is to shield the identity of the work-
ers, but the one on the left is not wearing eye protection – the one on the right is, at least sunglasses. TCIA file photo.

This picture was
staged with the lift
bucket only 3 feet
from the ground and
the saw was not run-
ning. Staged photo
courtesy of John Ball,
South Dakota State
University.
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By Janet Aird

W
hat does it take not only to sur-

vive in the current economy,

but also to grow? For the own-

ers of many tree care companies, the

answer is TCIA Accreditation. 

Being able to tell customers that they’re

accredited gives some of them an edge, but

there are a number of other reasons as well.

When companies, even very successful

ones, go through the Accreditation process,

they make changes that increase their suc-

cess, says Bob Rouse, TCIA’s chief

program officer. Often these changes take

place at the heart of the organization and

customers are never aware of them.

“Accreditation lays the foundation for a

company,” says Tim Kastning, CTSP and

president of Grace Tree Service in Hayden,

Idaho. “You don’t always see the founda-

tion, but if there isn’t one, how can you

grow a company that will be strong?”

One of the main reasons these compa-

nies are doing well, according to Rouse, is

that the Accreditation process requires

them to have all the elements that cus-

tomers are looking for: an unparalleled

safety program, skilled, motivated employ-

ees and excellent customer service. They

may become more stable, because their

business plan and systems are solid, and

their employees are loyal. They may take

more initiative and use more creativity,

Rouse says. They may be more likely to

diversify. They may be more able to sell

another service when they’re already at a

property with a customer. 

And if they ever have a question, TCIA

staff is just a phone call away. “The nice

thing about being accredited is that TCIA

staff is always there to back owners up over

the phone,” Rouse says. “It’s like having an

over-the-phone business consultant. And

Accreditation is the structure for it. It’s a

cycle that helps itself.”

Grace Tree Service

Kastning, CTSP, BCMA, founded Grace

Tree Service in 1998. The company

became accredited in 2005 and is still the

only accredited company in Idaho. 

“A lot of homeowners here own five to

10 acres of forested land,” Kastning says.

“We help them manage it.” 

Kastning spends much of

his time doing appraisals, liti-

gation, tree preservation for

construction projects and

tree risk assessment. He

has 12 employees, who

work in three main areas: forestry,

tree maintenance and PHC.

They do forest health consulting, timber

thinning and forest fuels reduction as well

as brush chipping, stump grinding and

clean up. Their tree maintenance program

includes pruning and removals. The PHC

division does soil and plant tissue testing,

insect and disease diagnosis and control,

and IPM. Grace Tree Service also has retail

nursery. They specialize in evergreens, pri-

marily Fraser fir and Colorado spruce,

which they supply in heights up to 27 feet

tall.

Increasing the company’s income

and size wasn’t Kastning’s

reason for becoming

accredited, though. While the

area around Hayden is forest-

ed and hilly, and has been

fairly resilient to the eco-

nomic woes of the past

few years, the population is small. 

“We and the other local tree companies

have pretty much maxed out the growth

potential,” he says. 

Instead, he sees Accreditation as the cor-

nerstone of the company. “The culture and

philosophy in our company is that we’re

going to do every job right, to the best of

Tim Kastning, BCMA and owner of Grace Tree Service, with his wife, Karen. Accreditation has helped his company develop
an increasingly strong customer base and a reputation for providing excellent tree care, Kastning says.

Accreditation
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our ability,” he says.

The Accreditation process ensures that

they’re running the business correctly.

Clients understand that the company is

operating at the highest level of compli-

ance possible, and that if there is an

accident, all their training and documenta-

tion are in place. They’ve built up areas

such as education, staffing and equipment.

Their employees are productive and safe. 

The company has developed an increas-

ingly strong customer base and reputation

for providing excellent tree care, Kastning

says. 

“I haven’t been able to quantify how

much is because of Accreditation itself. It’s

a combination of everything we do that has

helped our company be resilient.”

Nevertheless, he says, “We’re the go-to

people. We’ve never been as busy as we

were last fall.” 

Barrett Tree Service East, Inc.

It’s been only four years since Trumbull

Barrett, CTSP, founded Barrett Tree

Service East, Inc. in Somerville,

Massachusetts, the most densely populated

municipality in New England. He started

the Accreditation process just three months

after founding the company. Since becom-

ing accredited, it has been selected twice,

in 2009 and 2010, as one of the top 10 con-

tractors in the country by Angie’s List. It

also has grown

since it became

accredited, both

financially and in

staff, he says. 

“Revenue has

gone up, and we

have nine full-

time, year-round

employees, seven

in the field, two in

sales, and two

part-time in the

office. I think we

had four full-time and one part-time before

Accreditation.”

Barrett, an ISA-certified arborist, took

business classes and apprenticed with his

brother, Winthrop, owner and president of

Barrett Tree Service in Sheffield, Mass., at

the other end of the state, before starting

his own company. 

The staff of Barrett Tree Service East

includes Certified Arborists, Certified

Treecare Safety Professionals and certified

applicators. They do pruning, cabling,

removals, stump grinding and plant health

care. This includes fertilizing with nutri-

ents or compost tea, and controlling insects

and disease with integrated pest manage-

ment.

The company made some changes dur-

ing the Accreditation process that con-

tributed to Barrett Tree East’s growth,

Barrett says, although other factors that

also helped were already in place. The

change that had the most significant effect

was in employee development. The com-

pany implemented a plan to help all

employees progress in their careers. This

resulted in increased employee satisfaction

A Grace Tree crew at work. Tim Kastning sees Accreditation as the cornerstone of his company. “The culture and philoso-
phy in our company is that we’re going to do every job right, to the best of our ability,” he says.

Trumbull Barrett, CTSP

Making sure everyone is on the same page at Barrett Tree Service East. The most significant change Barrett Tree made
during the Accreditation process was implementing a plan to help all employees progress in their careers. This resulted in
the company’s attracting better-qualified employees and increased customer satisfaction. 
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and retention, which led to the company’s

attracting better-qualified employees. 

“When they arrive at the company, they

see our environment,” Barrett says. “They

know they can grow and succeed and be an

important member of our company –

instead of working for an employer who

may or may not have his stuff together on

payday.” 

The work done by these quality employ-

ees has led to greater customer satisfaction,

as have two other changes the company

made during the Accreditation process.

First, they began using ANSI A300 stan-

dards for the work specs, which takes any

ambiguity – for the salesman, the crew and

the customer – out of what the work will

include. They also implemented a new

complaint resolution process.

“In spite of my desire to have no com-

plaints, we’ve had some,” Barrett says. “I

don’t think the resolutions have changed,

but the process of arriving at them is much

smoother. The client gets more prompt

action, which also leads to greater cus-

tomer satisfaction.”

Bozeman Tree

Jeffery Pfeil, CTSP, founded Bozeman

Tree Care, in Bozeman, Montana, in the

fertile Gallatin County, when he moved

there in 2000. The company became

accredited in March 2005, the first in the

state. Three years later, Pfeil acquired a

lawn care company in order to broaden the

company’s services and he became presi-

dent and owner of Bozeman Tree, Lawn &

Landscape Care, Inc. 

“The truth of the matter is that the econ-

omy has really hampered our business,”

Pfeil says. “Still, we’ve grown overall

about 30 percent since we became accred-

ited.” 

The growth is due to the acquisition of

the lawn care company as well as to

Accreditation. Not only does the company

have more employees than before, each

employee is also more productive.

Approximately 60 percent of Bozeman’s

work is in tree care. They provide a wide

variety of services, including pruning,

plant monitoring, spraying and fertilizing

with both micro-injections and deep root

injections, tree preservation on construc-

tion projects, removals and deer control.

“We’re in a small town,” Pfeil says. “We

do anything that relates to the care of trees.

We like all of it and we’re really darn good

at all of it.” 

They have nine full-time, year-round

employees, five of whom are ISA-certified

arborists including Pfeil, and 11 additional

full-timers in summer. Accreditation has

been of real value to the company, espe-

cially internally, he says. 

“The biggest help was that it helped us

raise the benchmark for becoming a highly

profitable company.” 

It creates a template for how to manage

a successful business, and all a business

owner has to do is follow the steps, such as

putting systems in place, he says. Once

Pfeil put the systems in place in his com-

pany, for example, for record keeping for

HR, they were able to look at real data,

which made them more efficient. Their

systems also gave them a stable base for

when they began to grow. This attracted

employees who worked more efficiently

and did better quality work, which led to

happier clients.

“Developing these systems has made our

company a better place for people to work,

so it’s easier to attract and retain them,”

Pfeil says. “We’ve had people approach us

wanting to work here. One guy we hired last

spring had been trying to get a job with us

for two years. He saw our work and he

wanted to be part of a winning company.”

Terry Hughes Tree Service

“We just celebrated our 50th year in the

tree care business,” says Stacy Hughes,

vice-president of Terry Hughes Tree

Service in Gretna, Nebraska. 

Terry Hughes, Stacy’s father and presi-

dent, founded the company in 1961. Both

are NAA (Nebraska Arborist Association)

1st class licensed arborists and certified

arborists. The company became accredited

in 2005, the first in the state. 

They have approximately 30 employees,

Systems that Jeff Pfeil put in place at Bozeman Tree during the Accreditation process attracted employees who worked
more efficiently and did better quality work, which led to happier clients, says Pfeil.

The staff at Bozeman Tree. “We’ve had people approach
us wanting to work here,” says owner Jeff Pfeil, center,
front row standing.
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including two CTSPs and 12 certified

arborists. Their work includes tree health

diagnosis, inspection, preservation and

appraisals as well as general tree work,

such as pruning for both aesthetics and the

health of the trees, crown restoration and

hazard reduction, cabling and bracing, tree

removal and stump grinding. Their PHC

program includes plant diagnostics, insect

and disease treatments, and fertilization,

both with spraying and injections. 

“Accreditation

has absolutely

helped our compa-

ny grow,” Stacy

says. “We’ve been

accredited for more

than five years, and

in that time, we’ve

grown by about 50

percent.” 

When sole pro-

prietors of a

company decide

they want to be business owners rather

than work for themselves, Accreditation

will help, he says. It forces company own-

ers to analyze their business: where it’s

been, where it is and where it’s going, and

to develop a business plan to get there.

In addition, “We’ve called TCIA numer-

ous times about safety questions or issues,”

he says. “Peter Gerstenberger (senior advi-

sor for safety, compliance & standards)

always has the answer or finds the answer

or points us in the right direction.”

Another practice they began during the

Accreditation process is to sit down with

every employee and create a career path

for them, which, just as Kastning, Barrett

and Pfeil found, helps attract better

employees and retain them for a longer

time, Hughes says. 

“Because of Accreditation, we’re in a

better financial position, we have more and

better-trained employees and we have a

better client base.”

Circle 27 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Terry Hughes Tree has grown 50 percent since being accredited. “Accreditation ... forces company owners to analyze their
business: where it’s been, where it is and where it’s going, and to develop a business plan to get there,” says Stacy Hughes.

Stacy Hughes
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By Rick Howland

H
ere we go again! By mid-January,

the new year was off to the same

deadly weather start that helped

define 2011. In the aftermath of wide-

spread tornado damage throughout the

south, once again the challenge was and

remains one of cleanup. For those who

want to help, whether out of compassion or

for business – or both, having the right

tools is paramount, and those tools must

reach beyond the traditional borders of tree

care. That’s where making an appropriate

decision for your business among skid

steers, loaders, track loaders and forestry

tractors comes in.

Selecting a loader for maximum produc-

tivity isn’t as simple as choosing one with

the most horsepower. With so many differ-

ent sizes and options of loaders available,

horsepower is only one consideration. You

need to take into consideration options

such as tires versus tracks, vertical versus

radial lift, enclosed versus open cab, com-

pact or mini versus mid or full size.

“These decisions are dependent on three

factors,” says Jamie Wright, product man-

ager for Terex Construction Americas.

“First, the type of work you are doing; sec-

ond, what ground conditions you’ll

encounter on the job; and third, the time of

year you are operating.”

“Loaders are not created equal,” contin-

ues Wright. “They come in all different

sizes and styles, including a variety of skid-

steer, track-loader and wheel-loader models

to choose from. To get the quickest cycle

times and the best productivity, you need to

match the loader to the jobsite conditions.”

To get outfitted with the right loader,

Wright says you will need to analyze the

specifications of the project. Storm dam-

age is no exception. “What type of material

will you be moving? What is the density of

that material? How much material needs to

be moved? Are there any space restrictions

on the jobsite?”

According to Wright, “Horsepower and

operating capacity of the loader are two

important factors. Higher horsepower

offers more dynamic force for pushing and

production, but also translates to a heavier

machine. If there are weight restrictions on

the project site, you may need to opt for a

smaller horsepower unit.” 

And, says Wright, “Know the loader’s

operating capacity, including tipping load

and lift capacities, when spec’ing the unit

for a job. You need to make sure the loader

you choose can handle the materials you’ll

be moving. The weight of the material and

how quickly it needs to be moved will also

influence the size of the bucket you need –

the bigger the bucket, the bigger the loader.”

Also, Wright says, “Spec’ing a loader

with higher travel speeds can increase pro-

ductivity: The greater miles per hour it can

travel, the quicker the cycle times you can

achieve. Similarly, boom speeds – how fast

the boom goes up and down – also influ-

ence cycle times; boom speeds will tell you

how fast the loader can load and unload the

material.”

Boom design also influences productivi-

ty, depending on the job you are doing. The

options are broadly defined as vertical

(straight-lift) or radial (arc-lift). Both lift

types can do much of the same work in a

storm cleanup, but each has a distinct ben-

efit worth considering when shopping for

equipment.

Vertical path vs. radial path loaders?

A radius lift path skid steer loader has

only one pivot point at the rear tower,

allowing the loader to have a radius arch

from ground level to full height when rais-

ing the boom, according to Wright. This

configuration works better for ground

engaging because of weight distribution

between the wheels. The weight distribu-

tion on a radius lift path is almost an even

split between the front and rear tires,

improving tractive effort and giving the

unit better cutting edge pressure. These

attributes make a radius lift path skid steer

loader a premium digging and grading unit.

A vertical lift path skid steer loader has

more than one pivot point at the rear tower,

which changes the geometry of the loader

arm to lift higher, lift heavier and reach fur-

ther when raising the boom to full height.

This configuration is better suited for lift-

and-carry applications, such as lifting

heavy pallets and production loading. A

vertical path loader can carry larger buckets

and reach further into the box of a dump

truck, allowing the loader to center load the

truck better. Vertical lift path units can also

lift more weight as a result of the boom

configuration, increasing its productivity.

A year ago, Terex announced a new line

of skid-steer loaders – with vertical and

radius lift path models – to complement its

line of compact track loaders.

As with horsepower, physical size does

matter when choosing a loader. If you will

be working in space-restricted areas, you

will need to consider a small machine, such

as a skid-steer loader or compact track

This Bobcat T190 compact track loader was put to work doing storm cleanup in Northwood, North Dakota.

The Terex PT-100G loaders, such as the one at left, have a
patented Posi-Track undercarriage technology and sus-
pension for smooth operation, increased traction and
higher flotation in all ground conditions, all useful when
operating in a challenging storm environment.
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loader. If the operating area is more open, a

larger wheeled or track loader is an option.

“The type of surface you will be work-

ing on significantly impacts the

productivity and cycle times of the loader,”

says Wright. “When working in soft under-

foot conditions, a loader with tracks will be

more effective. When working on harder

surfaces, a wheeled loader is better suited.”

“It is generally acknowledged that skid-

steer loaders perform best on firmer

ground conditions, such as rock, asphalt

and concrete as well as in developed areas.

Skid-steer loaders are designed to travel

quickly and to complete tight ‘spin’ turns

in space-restricted areas.”

On the other hand,

“Compact track loaders are

built to handle wet, soft,

snowy, sensitive and

muddy ground conditions,

such as those found in more

undeveloped areas, and on

slopes. (Ed Note: that

applies to storm-ravaged

areas as well.) These load-

ers distribute the machine’s

weight evenly over the

length and width of the

tracks, allowing them to

‘float’ (or travel lightly)

over uneven terrain,” he notes. “This flota-

tion results in lower ground pressure, more

traction and better performance on sloppy

surfaces.”

“Tracks can make all the difference,”

says Wright. “Terex is the only compact

track loader manufacturer to offer three

different track options to customers. These

include general purpose tracks that provide

excellent traction in most conditions; the

smooth turf track provides ultimate care

and protection on sensitive surfaces such

as turf or finished landscaping; and the

extreme terrain tracks, with aggressive

track treads and 10 percent more width,

give additional gripping action for use in

dirt, snow, mud or other extreme condi-

tions.” (This is a classic argument for

having more than one type of machine in

your fleet!) 

According to Wright, you know it’s time

to graduate up to a mid- or full-size wheel

or track loader when you need the higher

payload and larger bucket capacity. The

wider and longer wheelbase of these larger

loaders offers enhanced stability in all

ground conditions, as well as a smooth ride

for the operator over rough terrain.

Regarding storm environments, “For the

loader, the weather impacts whether you

will be more productive with tires or with

tracks,” says Wright. As with storms con-

ditions, “during rainy months, when the

wet conditions cause muddy and sloppy

ground conditions, a track loader is the bet-

ter option. In the drier summer months, the

choice of tires versus tracks is more deter-

mined by the application.” 

“Loaders are built to work in extreme

temperatures,” continues Wright, “so they

can remain productive to keep sidewalks,

driveways, cul-de-sacs and parking lots

cleared. Track loaders perform well in

snowy conditions, but loaders with wheels

can be quite effective on paved surfaces.”

A final consideration to get the most pro-

ductivity out of your loader: Make sure your

unit is properly equipped for the operator’s

comfort during the long hours on the job.

“The more comfortable your operator is, the

more productive your operator will be,”

says Wright. “Options such as an enclosed

cab and heat keep the operator comfortable

and productive during long hours in winter

applications, and air conditioning is appre-

ciated while operating during the summer

months. When working in dusty conditions,

as on land-clearing projects, a sealed and

pressurized cab is a must.”

For tree care, Wright cites the Terex PT-

100G and PT-100G Forestry compact track

loaders with 99.9 hp engines and 310

pounds-per-foot of torque. New to the PT-

100G models are cooling fan blades that

automatically adjust for optimum airflow

while minimizing engine horsepower con-

sumption. The auto-reversing fan on the

PT-100G Forestry has been enhanced to

allow the operator to trigger it at set inter-

vals, in five-minute increments, to keep the

machine’s cooling system running at peakCircle 31 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Terex’s PT-100G Forestry compact track loader has a 99.9 hp engine and 310
pounds-per-foot of torque. New cooling fan blades automatically adjust for opti-
mum airflow while minimizing engine horsepower consumption.
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performance.

With a narrow, 6-foot profile and a low,

14¾-inch ground clearance, the PT-100G

loaders are designed to maximize work in

limited access areas. A low 4.0 psi ground

pressure means minimal damage or impact

on soft or sensitive surfaces. They include

the patented Posi-Track undercarriage

technology and suspension for smooth

operation, increased traction and higher

flotation in all ground conditions and

longer track life, all key considerations

when operating in a challenging storm

environment.

When asked about advice to buyers

choosing a compact track loader, Wright

says, “We recommend customers choose a

piece of equipment that is going to be ade-

quate for 85-90 percent of your needs.

Always buy quality; a CTL needs to be

durable and reliable because downtime is

expensive. When considering one brand

over another, you should compare the

CTL’s hydraulic horsepower, ground pres-

sure, weight distribution, visibility out of

the cab, as well as capacity. Be sure to

select the machine that makes the most

sense for the applications it’ll be used in.”

“Because compact track loaders use the

same attachments (box rakes, grapples,

stump grinders, buckets, dozer blades,

mulchers, augers, trenchers, levelers, snow

blowers, backhoes, etc.) and perform in the

same applications as skid steers (tree care,

landscaping, forestry, agricultural, con-

struction and rental applications), the most

distinct advantage of a CTL is its superior

maneuverability in adverse ground condi-

tions. CTLs provide exceptional operation

in muddy or snowy conditions,” he con-

cludes. 

One thing to keep in mind when “shop-

ping” for a skid-steer or compact loader,

according to Rob Gilles, marketing man-

ager for Bobcat Company, is that “From a

size and cost standpoint, the machines are

quite different. Skid-steer loaders and

compact track loaders (Bobcat offers both

types of machines) differ because one has

tires and one has tracks.” 

“Skid-steer loaders enable operators to

work more efficiently, lift more, turn faster

and dig more. Skid-steer loaders deliver

ideal weight balance, stronger hydraulics,

quicker cycle times and faster travel

speeds,” says Gilles. “Compact track load-

ers keep working when other equipment

bogs down. With higher pushing force,

increased flotation and minimal ground

disturbance, you get big results in a small

package.”

Bobcat CTLs enable an operator to: 

u Extend the work season by working

more productively in soft, sandy, wet or

muddy conditions 

u Maneuver easily with the machine’s

horsepower-to-weight ratio 

u Minimize maintenance with a fully-

enclosed steel undercarriage 

Circle 14 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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u Select from three undercarriage

options, including steel tracks, rubber

tracks and Bobcat’s trademarked Roller

Suspension system 

u Change attachments with the Bob-

Tach mounting system or optional Power

Bob-Tach mounting system 

In his opinion, forestry tractors are dedi-

cated machines for forestry applications,

and may be a good option for a large con-

tractor, but because of their typically high

price point, they aren’t the best option for

all tree care professionals. Echoing

Wright’s point about satisfying 85-90 per-

cent of your needs, “It really depends on

what your work consists of,” Gilles says. 

What makes skid steers in general and

Bobcat technology specifically stand out? 

“We all want to finish faster. With

Bobcat skid-steer loaders, you’ll work

more efficiently, lift more, turn faster and

dig more. We strengthen your performance

with loaders that deliver ideal weight bal-

ance, stronger hydraulics, quicker cycle

times and faster travel speeds,” he says.

“Bobcat skid-steer loaders provide simple

daily checkpoints and faster access to other

engine components and provide features

that keep you on the job, including a main-

tenance-free chain case, dual path cooling,

the best lift-arm design and machine shut-

down protection,” he maintains. 

In terms of operation, there are control

options that match your preference and

work, such as choices between standard

steering levels and foot pedals, H-pattern

hand controls, or low-effort Selectable

Joystick Controls (SJC). “You can even

equip your loader to be operated remotely

in certain approved environments,” he

says. 

Bobcat’s new Radio Remote Control

System “enhances the capabilities of all-

wheel steer, skid-steer and compact track

loaders with Selectable Joystick Controls.

It’s easy to use on any remote control-

ready Bobcat loader,” says Gilles. But

Gilles cautions that operation of the loader

with the remote control is not approved for

use in certain areas requiring additional

safeguards against fire hazards, in explo-

sive environments or in applications where

extremely high temperatures could dam-

age the machine. 

For tree care, Bobcat offers a forestry

cutter attachment that complements some

of the M-Series loaders, which turns a

standard machine into one more suited for

tree removal applications. “The compact

size of the forestry cutter allows for any

type of removal job, whether clearing

every tree in an area or selectively thinning

stands. Simply lower the forestry cutter

onto the tree and its fast-cutting teeth rips

it to shreds, turning it into a bed of mulch

that slows growth and provides organic

material.”

“Applications for the forestry cutter

include clearing trees and brush for

pre/post disaster mitigation, utility line and

road right-of-way maintenance, site prepa-

ration, orchard and vineyard maintenance.

Other applications include cutting fire-

breaks, cleaning lots, and maintaining

property,” according to Gilles. 

In addition, snow removal attachments

might come in handy should there be a

winter weather disaster, or for routine

maintenance. “Thought it might not be a

tree removal company’s main focus, hav-

ing the ability to step forward with the

appropriate machines/attachments can pro-

vide additional income and job

opportunities,” says Gilles. 

Tom Hover, product manager for trac-

tors at Fecon, in comparing machines

available for tree care, says, “A skid-steer

loader has been a mainstay of construction

work for years. You can’t pass a job with-

out seeing one. Their versatility is fantastic

as they are a tool handler and power source

for many jobs and do those jobs well.

Equipped with a forestry mower attach-

ment, they can be a good machine to have

for a lot of applications in storm cleanup as

well as land and ROW clearing.”

“A forestry mulcher tractor like Fecon is

about power and size. I interview a lot of

customers and those we sell large tractors

to also own skid-steer loaders with a

mulching attachment. They (skid steers) do

the smaller work around the big tractors,”

Hover says.

“However, our two smaller tractors offer

skid steer-type versatility, such as loader

arm attachments for greater reach and

height, and a universal quick-attach cou-

pler.”

“Though our machines are designed to

do mulching primarily, customers tell us

they need to do other kinds of jobs with

this machine if possible.” Specifically, he

says, “Storm cleanup is a complicated job

site. Handling varying types of debris can

be tedious and challenging. In terms of

storm cleanup, there are varying degrees of

Fecon’s FTX100L mulching tractor. The company’s latest version, the FTX100 LGP, though similar to the original FTX100,
features a more heavily designed undercarriage and, with the standard quick attach mounting system, can be equipped to
utilize several forestry and construction attachments.



damage, and none of it is predictable. You

will run into large trees and a lot of debris.

Skid-steer loaders can be extremely useful

due to their size and attachment capabili-

ties. Having too small of a tractor (or skid

steer) to handle debris, though, can limit

you in a storm cleanup. Having too large

will limit you as well, since you can’t get

into tighter places.” 

“Mulching tractors can handle large

work and, with a growing number of

attachments, a variety of tasks. Consider

that oftentimes larger debris is moved to a

site for further processing. Larger

mulching tractors can be used well for that

work to handle steady inflow of material

and handle it in a very productive way.”

“Another storm cleanup tool is the exca-

vator-mounted mulcher. Fecon offers a line

of heads that can range from the smallest to

very large ones. These are custom fitted,

but we can fit one on about any excavator,

perhaps with a plumbing kit to allow the

mulcher to run off the excavator

hydraulics. This application is to take

down damaged trees and debris that is hard

to reach as well as selective cutting,” con-

tinues Hover. 

“Frankly, I can see every kind of product

used in a storm cleanup operation.”

“On a dedicated mulching tractor you

get more brute strength due to more

sophisticated hydraulics and larger

engines than skid steers.” Essentially, he

maintains that a mulching tractor provides

higher horsepower than a construction

skid steer, and that higher horsepower is

necessary to operate attachments such as

mulching heads, which demand high

hydraulic flow. “The tractors we build do

not compete head to head with skid steers.

They are different classes. We find that

skid-steer users will graduate to or add a

mulcher, such as the purpose-built

FTX100 or FTX148. Larger Fecons are

really for material processing at higher

production levels,” says Hover.

Fecon recently introduced the FTX100

LGP mulching tractor, equipped with a 99-

hp Kubota V3800 engine. Though similar

to the original FTX100, this machine fea-

tures a more heavily designed

undercarriage. The LGP offers both 16-

inch and 20-inch track shoe options in

single or triple grouser (or cleat). These

options allow the user to outfit the machine

for rough terrain or soft ground conditions,

where a light footprint or reduced ground

disturbance is important.

The 20-inch-wide track option on the

FTX100 LGP provides 4.4 psi ground

pressure, plus improved ground clearance,

tractive effort and durability. With the stan-

dard quick attach mounting system, the

LGP can be equipped to utilize several

forestry and construction attachments. 

The bottom line is that if you expect to

clean up on storm work, it will pay to look

at your business needs on a regular basis

and consider what you think you will

encounter on the jobsite. That will help you

determine how much muscle and versatili-

ty you need, and those are what skid steers

and loaders area all about.

Circle 13 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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Taken from published reports.

Road worker killed by cut tree

A Newark, Ohio, man died January 5,

2012, when a tree he was helping cut down

fell on him in Granville Township, Ohio.

Troy Murphy, 45, was part of a Licking

County road crew working to remove a

tree when it fell on him. 

Murphy had spent much of the day help-

ing a crew cut down a tree that was leaning

over the road. The tree – which had a trunk

about 3 feet in diameter – was cut in sec-

tions from the top down. With 15 feet of

the tree left, Murphy had just made the last

cut to the trunk when the tree twisted in an

odd way, according to the report in The
Newark Advocate.

Murphy was unable to get out of the way

and the tree fell against him. Co-workers

removed the tree and performed CPR, but

Murphy died before Granville Township

fire personnel arrived.

Man hurt by cut tree 

An Elk Mound, Wisconsin, man was

flown to the hospital after part of a tree fell

on him January 6, 2012. 

Gary Reither, 43, was cutting down a

tree when it apparently became hung up on

other trees he was cutting. The cut tree then

let loose and came down on him, with

limbs hitting him in the face and across the

body.

Reither was conscious and alert when

rescue crews arrived. He was flown to

Regions Hospital in St. Paul where he was

listed in good condition, according to

WEAU 13 News.

Man killed by tree he was cutting

Robert D. Bushey, 72, was killed

January 10, 2012, when the tree he was

cutting fell on him at Bushey Family Tree

Farm in Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. 

It appeared Bushey had been cutting a

storm-damaged tree when it fell on him.

Rescue crews used chain saws to get the

tree off the victim. He was pronounced

dead at the scene by paramedics. 

Bushey, who was found about 7 p.m.,

had not been heard from since early that

morning, according to the Telegram &
Gazette in Worcester, Mass.

Ground worker decapitated by rope

caught in chipper

A tree worker was decapitated January

12, 2012, in Nevada City, California, when

he became entangled in a rope that was

sucked into a wood chipper.

Martin Lara, 50, of Applegate, Calif.,

part of a crew clearing brush on a hillside,

was operating the chipper while other

members of the crew were using ropes to

tie up bundles of brush to bring to the chip-

per. Somehow, a rope wound around

Lara’s neck and the tension had the effect

of beheading him, according to a

reuters.com report, which added that no

part of Lara went into the chipper at all,

contrary to some published reports.

Trimmer injured in fall from bucket

A man was injured January 16, 2012,

when he fell out of the bucket of a lift truck

while cutting trees in Anderson, South

Carolina. 

Something apparently hit the bucket or

bucket truck, knocking the man out and

onto a metal carport below. The man was

taken to the hospital, but there was no

immediate word on how serious his

injuries were, according to the WYFF

News 4 report.

Bucket operator injured by contact with

power line

A tree care bucket operator was taken to

the hospital in critical condition January

18, 2012, after he ran into power lines

while trying to cut tree limbs in Ogden,

Utah.

The privately owned company was cut-

ting down a large tree behind a house when

one of the workers was injured after his

head hit a power line. The man was trying

to take his bucket between two power lines

when his head touched the power line and

it shocked him. The man was not wearing

a helmet when crews arrived, and it was

unclear if the man had one on while work-

ing, according to a report in The Salt Lake
Tribune.

Send your local accident reports to 
editor@tcia.org.

Accident Briefs

Accidents in the tree care industry that occurred during the month of January 2012. Graphic compiled from reports gath-
ered by, or submitted to, TCIA staff.
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Your Full Name: ___________________________________________________ CTSP#: ________________
To obtain CEU credit: you may copy this page, answer the questions and either fax the answer sheet to TCIA at (603) 314-5386, or mail to: TCIA - CTSP, 136 Harvey Road -
Ste 101, Londonderry, NH 03053.
1 Only current CTSPs in good standing who qualify for professional development CEUs may obtain CEUs for this quiz. Other readers are encouraged to use TCI’s safety articles
for training and may wish to use this quiz to test comprehension. 

CTSP CEU Quiz #2012-2: March 2012

1. The purpose of the ANSI A300 Part 9

Standard:

a. is not stated

b. is to provide standards for writing

specifications

c. is to provide risk management for trees

d. will be approved next year

2. The process of diminishing risk:

a. is not an industry recommended prac-

tice

b. eliminates all tree hazards

c. happens as a tree gets larger

d. is known as mitigation

3. Mallet sounding or other diagnostic

tools may be used in a:

a. Level One risk assessment

b. Level Two risk assessment

c. Level Three risk assessment

d. b and c

4. All potential tree structure and stabil-

ity concerns:

a. cannot be eliminated with arboricul-

tural treatments

b. can be eliminated with arboricultural

treatments

c. can be eliminated by performing a

sounding test

d. can be eliminated by writing a

detailed report

5. Preventative maintenance is a key ele-

ment:

a. that contributes to tree failure

b. in global climate change

c. in preventing tree hazards

d. that takes precedent over previous

standards and guidelines

Certified Treecare Safety Professionals1 can earn one (1.0) “professional development” CEU toward their recertification by taking this short comprehension quiz that
is tied to this month’s safety articles in this issue of TCI Magazine. The CTSP CEU Quiz is a bimonthly feature in TCI. This quiz is based upon information in the article:
“Getting to Know ANSI A300 Part 9: Tree Risk Assessment” by Eric Wiseman, (page 10).
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By Tamsin Venn

Executive profile

Barry DeLau II was named global sales

and marketing director for Terex

Woodsman in November 2011. Previously,

he served as international sales manager at

Morbark, Inc. for 15 years. He holds an

MSA from Central Michigan University.

Tom Johnson, engineering manager for

Terex Woodsman, also contributed to these

responses.

What is your newest product for tree

care?

The Terex Woodsman 700, 705 and 710

are three new chippers, put into production

for the rental market, just released in

January and February 2012. Rental is a

large market in the U.S., and it’s a good fit

with the other Terex business segments. A

lot of the big rental companies, such as

Home Depot and Hertz Rental, are already

buying equipment from other Terex busi-

ness segments so Terex Woodsman’s idea

is to leverage those relationships that have

been in place for years. The rental market

uses smaller units. These three machines,

6-inch, 9-inch, and 12-inch feed respec-

tively, is a market we weren’t in in the past.

The majority of tree care companies will

just use the 12-inch and up. 

To what do you attribute Terex

Woodsman’s growth?

We did things differently. We tried to

stay simple and durable, and part of our

growth can be attributed to the fact that we

were small enough that we could react to

customers’ response, and that put us where

we are now. The company started out in a

3,000-square-foot, two-car garage and

changed locations a total of five times as it

grew. It is now located in a 120,000-

square-foot building in Farwell, Michigan,

big enough to handle all its operations.

Terex Woodsman’s engineering, design

and manufacturing is all aimed at creating

products to make our customers’ opera-

tions more productive and profitable. 

What image does your company look to

portray?

One of our key messages is that the

machines are simple, but they work.

They have fewer moving parts, less

maintenance. 

What is the greatest challenge your busi-

ness is currently facing? 

We want to be a leader and innovator,

not a follower. We want safe machines

and customer satisfaction, and to do that,

we have to be constantly listening to the

customer, so our machines are always

going to be evolving. We understand

most innovations come directly from the

customer. We recently had a company

come to us and ask us to modify a

machine, and within 45 days we had

taken the idea from a design to a demo,

with everything the customer needed, all

while keeping safety uppermost in our

minds. The demo went flawlessly. We

followed the customer’s list of recom-

mendations that would help its rental

market, lower its expenses and make the

chipper simpler to operate.

Biomass is a whole different side to

Woodsman’s business. We have three dif-

ferent sizes of the 400 Series biomass

The Terex Woodsman 700, 705 and 710 are three new chippers, put into production for the rental market, just released in
January and February 2012.

Woodsman started in 1994 with

just a 12-inch chipper in the arborist

line. The company now makes both

hydraulic, drum-style hand-fed

arborist and biomass chippers.

Terex Corporation acquired

Woodsman in July 2011 to add to its

Materials Processing segment.

Terex Woodsman’s U.S. headquar-

ters and manufacturing facilities are

located in Farwell, Michigan.

www.terexwoodsman.com

Company at a Glance

Associate Member Profile
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(whole tree) chipper. Biomass has been hit

by the economic downturn for the past two

or three years, but the potential on that side

of the business is great. We, of course, are

always optimistic and sure we will see the

upswing again.

If we interviewed your customers, what

would they say about you? 

All our customers, if they have any

kind of problems, know we will work

with them. Our machines are very sim-

ple to operate and fix. If there’s a

maintenance problem, within a few min-

utes we can trouble shoot it, we can keep

the guys going. The upside is that the

chippers are built heavy and they’re

durable. Just because we made them

simple doesn’t mean they’re not

durable. Quality and customer safety are

the major priorities.

Does your company use Social Media

for marketing?

We use Facebook, YouTube. We under-

stand the new technologies and we are

trying to maximize the opportunities

around social media.

Does your company do anything to pro-

mote social and/or environmental

responsibility? 

Examples of the types of local programs

and organizations that Terex supports

include schools, youth activities, medical

assistance programs and other organiza-

tions that provide opportunities and

services to the those who are in need or are

underprivileged.

Why does your company support TCIA

as the industry’s trade association? 

We are proud to be a new top level spon-

sor as a Crown PACT (Partners Advancing

Commercial Treecare) partner. The organi-

zation does great things for our customers

in the industry and we’re happy to be part

of that. It allows us to get more involved in

end-user safety, which is very important to

us. We also attended the Winter

Management Conference in February, and

will be exhibiting at TCI EXPO again this

fall in Baltimore.

Other comments?

We’re using the relationships Terex has

in the industry, promoting those tie-ins, to

grow. We have the same customers and

using those connections the possibilities

are unlimited. That combined with deliver-

ing quality products with excellent

customer support firmly place Terex

Woodsman in an excellent position for the

future.”

Terex had a presence on the TCI EXPO trade show floor in
Hartford last November, and will be exhibiting again in
Baltimore this fall.
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By Jason Gaskill, CTSP

L
et’s face it, sales drive our indus-

try. It is the salesperson who

earns the job that gets the com-

pany work and gets the crew to the job.

After the first point of contact – the

phone call – the salesperson is usually

the first person on site to look at the tree

in question. It is the salesperson whom,

in many circumstances, decides how,

when and at what cost the job will be

done. This is more responsibility than

most of us may envision. 

Tree work can be very subjective and

there may be several creative ways to

solve arboricultural issues. No tree is the

same and neither are the sites. So the

day-to-day challenges that face the

salesperson, including the pressure of earn-

ing sales and keeping crews busy, must be

balanced with safe and fair evaluation of

the job. Correctly seeing all of the risks

and problems a tree might present the crew

is one of the most important and possibly

the most important task. We all agree that

safety must be paramount to any other fac-

tors set in our industry. Salespersons need

to stay focused at all times because lives

are at risk – not many other salespeople are

held to this standard.

Many times we are faced with an explo-

sion of business after a storm or during

busy times of the year and

may see many potential

clients throughout the day.

If the salesperson takes

eight appointments a day in

the busy season, his or her

time is at a premium and

they must be organized and

focused on each new prob-

lem that a potentially new

job may have. It can be easy

to be wrapped up in conver-

sation and developing

rapport with a new client

and sometimes forget to

look at the dangers that a

tree might present the

climber and crew who may

do the job. This can lead to

many challenging problems. 

The crew might not be properly pre-

pared when they arrive on site, or the tree

may have dangers that were not account-

ed for. What could happen if the

salesperson was distracted and did not

account for the power line running along

the back of the property? What if the

salesperson did not adequately check the

tree for defects and did not notice the

open hollow on the back side of the tree

because he or she was hurried or distract-

ed. Not focusing on present dangers,

noting and accounting for these problems

can put a crew at a disadvantage the day

of the job.

A best case scenario for some of these

hazards that were not accounted for

could be just rescheduling a client’s job.

Another scenario could be that new

equipment such as a crane must be

brought in that may only cost the compa-

ny money not built into the estimate.

Worst case scenario could be that an

inexperienced crew leader may feel pres-

sured to do the job, not recognize a

hazard and put himself or herself, the

crew and/or property at grave danger.

Oftentimes the salesperson has never

Salespeople should always be present at safety meetings to keep their mind on these
important topics and challenges their crews face.

Business of Tree Care

Circle 3 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications



had any climbing experience. They may

have varied backgrounds in arboriculture

that led to a career in consulting/arbori-

cultural sales. A plant health care

technician that was promoted into sales

may not recognize or understand the

dangers and elements of taking down a

tree. 

It is our responsibility as salespeople to

learn more every day, to take the time to

watch our crews and to understand the

day-to-day challenges that face our crews.

Watch and learn what your crew’s capabil-

ities are and, if you as a company are not

equipped or your crew foreman is not

experienced enough to do a certain type of

job, pass or refer the job to someone who

can. A days’ worth of work is not worth

risking people’s lives.

It is our responsibility as salespeople to

ask for help and get second opinions if

something is out of our realm of knowl-

edge or experience. If you come to a

double-leader tree with hollow cavities in a

weird, inaccessible place in a yard, do not

be afraid to ask your potential client if they

can give you a few days to have your fore-

man look at the job. Lead with the phrase,

“in all fairness to you, to give you the best

quote, I would like my foreman to look at

this to gain his input on how to safely tack-

le this project.” They will see you as

responsible and fair, and will know that

you are not just throwing out a number, but

that you are trying to create a win-win sit-

uation. If it turns out that you cannot do the

job, make sure you do not leave the client

hanging without an answer. Let them know

and you will keep your credibility and pro-

fessionalism.

So, again, I ask: What more can we do?

Here is a small list of things salespeople

should do: 

1. Salespeople should always be present

at safety meetings to keep their mind

on these important topics and chal-

lenges their crews face.

2. Make a checklist of hazards to look

for when at a property. We must be

efficient and remember to check for

that power line, or other dangers.

3. Watch and learn from your crews.

4. Talk often with your crews and learn

their capabilities.

5. Go to training and learn outside your

normal realm of arboriculture knowl-

edge. For instance, take EHAP

training, or sit in on a rigging class.

6. Ask the client lots of questions before

agreeing to work so that no unexpect-

ed problems arise when the work

begins.

Together we can make everybody safer.

I read and see many articles about safety

and wrote this article because the role of

sales is often overlooked. I leave you sales-

people with this: Put your hard hat on, too;

it not only sets an example and is profes-

sional, but walking on a site suddenly to

watch your crew, which is not expecting

you, could give you a headache you were

not expecting.

Jason Gaskill, CTSP, is safety coordina-
tor and sales consultant at DiSabatino
Landscaping & Tree Service, Inc., a 12-
year TCIA member, in Wilmington,
Delaware.

Circle 30 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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HELP WANTED

Work year round for the Best Company 

Work with the best equipment for the best customers
in Baton Rouge, LA. Must be experienced, profession-
al, drug-free climber with valid driver’s license.
Contact Bofinger’s Tree Service (225) 755-8088.

Work in Houston, TX 

Shade Tree Arbor Care is seeking an ISA certified
Arborist to perform sales, service existing clients &
develop new accounts; Supervise and train crew
members. Sales experience preferred but will train
the right person. Minimum 3 years’ experience. Base
salary plus commission. Company vehicle, relocation
and temporary housing. Send resume to
mike_71317@yahoo.com or call (832) 316-0347.

Classifieds

Mayer Tree Service, Essex MA 

Immediate career opportu-
nities for experienced utility
line clearance and climbing
professionals! Position also
available as a plant health care technician and
arborist trainee. Candidates who have their CDL dri-
ver’s license will be strongly considered. We offer
year-round employment with highly competitive 
benefit packages that includes health insurance,
profit sharing & 401(k). Email or fax resume to
michaeld@mayertree.com or (978) 768-7779.

Climbers/bucket truck operators, crane operators

Ping’s Tree Service, one of
the largest tree services
in central Indiana, is
seeking climbers/bucket truck operators and crane
operators. Must be experienced in residential and
commercial tree care, including: crown reductions,
thinning, pruning and working with cranes. Must
have technical rigging skills of all facets of tree trim-
ming and removal. Lic. drivers only. PHC techs and
cert. arborists also needed. Join one of Indiana’s
leading tree removal companies. Top wages and
great benefits. Apply online without delay at
pingstreeservice.com/employment.html.

Experienced PHC Sales Representative, Central OH

Certified Arborist a plus.
Communication, computer &
Internet skills needed, also
pruning, climbing & problem
solving skills. Ohio Driver’s license. Strong work
ethic. Honest, great attitude, fun person with self-
directed work initiative. Competitive pay, cont.
education, profit sharing, state-of-the-art equip.,
growth potential, safe work environment. Additional
management positions available. Email resumes to
wess@helpfortrees.com.

Groundsman/Arborist wanted 

Expanding family owned
tree business in Central
Florida. Certified Arborist
not a must, Class A CDL is
required. Potential for
quick advancement. Competitive wages and bene-
fits. Send résumé to: Teresa@sitreeservice.com.

Circle 25 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications



Bucket Truck Operator, Nebraska

Montana Tree Service is a line clearing co. in a great
hunting and fishing area. Year-round, 4-day work
week. Competetive wages. Call (308) 458-8029.
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Barrett Tree Service, Inc. of Sheffield MA 

Seeks experienced tree climber to
start immediately with our
Accredited company. Applicant
must have valid driver’s license
(class A preferred, or be willing to
obtain class B for starters), 2
years’ climbing experience and will be asked to list
three most recent employers as references. Applicant
will be asked to work with ground team to assess 1)
ability to process and execute specific instructions
on the fly, and 2) anticipatory style of working in
order to maintain constant movement within the
team. Position is full time and we work 40-hour
weeks regardless of inclement weather. Physical fit-
ness and drug test is part of our interview process.
Competitive pay is dependent upon experience; ben-
efits include continuing education, health and dental
insurance, paid holidays, clothing and boot
allowance. Please call (413) 229-9914 or email
nwb@barretttreeservice.com for appointment to fill
out an application.

Circle 1 on RS Card or visit

www.tcia.org/Publications

Experienced Arborist with a passion for excellence

If you are an experienced
Arborist with a passion for
excellence and demonstrat-
ed track record of sales
results in residential and
commercial tree care, we would love to speak with
you. We offer a highly professional workplace with the
best field crews and equipment in the industry, supe-
rior compensation opportunities, and other benefits.
We are currently hiring in our Norwalk, CT and Cape
Cod, MA territories where you will be working on some
of the most beautiful properties in the country for a
company that is committed to environmentally sensi-
ble care. Please visit http://www.savatree.com or
email us at careers@savatree.com.

Fabulous Tree Climber Wanted!

Come be a part of a small, hon-
est company that loves treating
the trees right! We offer top-pay,
flexible hours, and total team
support to highly qualified
Climbers. As ISA Certified Arborists, we support con-
tinuing education and individual development. Must
be a non-smoker, drug-free, and use the best and
latest technology available for proper tree care. Call
(574) 532-8733. www.supertree.biz.

Arborist Foreman, Spray Techs and Lawn Techs
Wanted

Foreman position requires a
thorough knowledge of tree
care and safety standards,
arborist certification, attention to detail, and the
ability to schedule and direct a crew of 2 to 5 employ-
ees while maintaining a superior level of customer
care. We also have positions open in our Plant Health
Care and Lawn Care Departments. Ideal candidates
will consistently strive to exceed existing customers’
expectations, research and diagnose disease, pest
and cultural issues while communicating with fellow
crews to achieve overall landscape health. You can
look forward to servicing immaculate multi-million
dollar residences, caring for the trees of beautiful
mountain towns and living in a resort community
offering countless activities and amenities. If this
sounds like the right job for you, please contact us 
by email: office@myaspentree.com or call: (970)
963-3070.

Crane-assisted Tree Removal, Southern NH

Climber, log truck operator,
& ground positions. Must
have 3-5 years exp. CDL &
arborist cert. a plus.
Competitive wages. (603)
882-0686 or e-mail info@mcguinnesstree.com.
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Circle 8 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

ValleyCrest Tree Care Services is Hiring

A fully accredited TCIA
Company seeking sales, opera-
tions management & crew
personnel (Crew Leaders,
Climbers & Grounds Personnel) in all branch loca-
tions. Major operations are located in CA, AZ, FL,
Atlanta, GA, Boston, MA & Washington DC Metro Area).
We are growing & continuously seeking professionals
to join our team. We offer competitive salaries & ben-
efits. We are an equal opportunity employer, send
resumes or contact info to kantar@valleycrest.com.

Experienced Climber - South Windsor, CT

Modern, medium-sized, com-
plete tree care company
seeking experienced climber.
Must be very competent with rigging, pruning with-
out spikes, min. 4 yrs’ experience. Working with
crane, utility lines & large takedowns. CDL a plus.
Energetic, motivated team member. Drug-free work-
place. Full-time, year-round. Competitive pay based
on experience. Relocation pkg will be considered for
the right candidate. Call (860) 528-8733 or email
jason@distinctivetreecare.com.

Bartlett Tree Experts

Bartlett continues to grow
in the North, South, Mid
Atlantic, Midwest & West
with openings for experienced Sales Arborist
Representatives, Foremen, IPM Techs & Tree
Climbers. We have locations in Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York,
New Jersey, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Tennessee, Texas, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota,
California, Washington, Arizona, Canada, UK &
Ireland. Benefits include paid vacation, holidays,
medical, dental, 401(k), training & continued educa-
tion. Must be reliable, customer-service & career
oriented. CDL/ISA Cert/Pesticide license a plus.
Email your resume to ndubak@bartlett.com;
www.bartlett.com; fax (203) 323-3631. EOE

Immediate Openings for Sales Arborists, Climbers,
Foreman, Plant Health Care Technicians

In an unstable economy and envi-
ronment, RTEC is one of the few
that is advancing and growing.
RTEC is a leader in Tree Care,
Plant Health Care and Environmental Solutions in the
Washington D.C. area (VA, MD, DC). RTEC serves
thousands of high-end residential properties as well
as federal and local governments. RTEC received
numerous awards for tree preservation and was
awarded the Small Business of the Year by the
Department of Homeland Security. RTEC is a drug-
free, safety conscious and technologically driven
organization. RTEC is seeking experienced, knowl-
edgeable and professional people. RTEC offers a safe,
drug-free environment, competitive benefits package,
relocation and temporary housing placement. RTEC
encourages and promotes career advancement 
and continuing education. Email resume to:
jobs@rtectreecare.com or fax: (703) 573-7475.

Tree Service Sales Person, Seacoast NH

We're looking for a self-motivat-
ed, goal-oriented person to join
our sales team!  3-5 yrs exp in
the tree service and plant health
care industry and Arborist
Certification required. See our
website at www.seacoast-
treecare.com for employment application.

Tree Climber/Foreman

Arborist Now, a growing tree
care services company based in
San Francisco, needs a full-
time tree climber/foreman.
CDL, CTSP, ISA cert a plus. Send resume & work
cert: contact@arboristnow.com. We look forward to
hearing from you.
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
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Immediate Tree Care Positions, Omaha, NE

Seeking well rounded individ-
uals with 3+ yrs of
experience. Certified Arborist
preferred. Top climbers with
crane & crew leader experi-
ence & IPM Techs needed. Seeking individuals who
could work into a possible sales and or managerial
positions. Performance based pay with production &
safety bonuses. Hard work, dependability & loyalty
will go a long way. Continuing education offered.
Positions are full-time, year-round, with overtime
spring/fall. cforrist@cox.net (402) 960-8667.

Swingle Lawn, Tree & Landscape Care

At Swingle, we absolutely
love what we do for a living,
and we love doing it in the
Rockies! With over 300 days
of sunshine a year, endless outdoor activities &
recreation within minutes from our doorstep, why
wouldn’t anyone love it? If this is your idea of para-
dise, consider joining us in one of our career
opportunities for:

• Certified Arborist
• Climbers/Pruners
• PHC Specialist
• Landscape Care Consultants
• Lawn Care Specialists

Why not take your career to new heights? If you are an
elite professional who wants to play a key role in the
success and growth of the premier Green Industry
Company in Colorado, then we need to talk. In addi-
tion to the opportunity of working for an established,
leading-edge company, we also offer full benefits
and year-round work. To apply, call our career center
at (888) 266-6629, visit our website at
www.myswingle.com and apply online, or send a
resume and cover letter to careers@swingletree.com.

Tree Care Manager in the Sacramento CA area

We offer job sta-
bility in addition to
a competitive pay
pkg. Includes promotion opportunities, health bene-
fits, paid holidays & paid vacation. Must be highly
motivated, cert. arborists with 3-5 years’ industry
experience. Previous tree care & management experi-
ence a must. Skills include computer competency
and possess a clean MVR. Drug Screen required. No
phone calls please. Email resume & cover letter via
http://jobs.tcia.org/jobseeker/job/9615329.

Grapple Truck 

2005 FLT, 260-hp, 6-spd, NO CDL, w/new Kesla 500Z
loader (18’8” reach, lifts 2070 lbs, incl. C/R bypass
grapple), new Beau Roc 15’ debris body, removable
lids optional. Versatile! Affordable! Ready for Work!
Call (715) 340-1480; www.grappletruck.net.

The D.C. Metro area’s top-rated tree care and
removal service

Actively seeking to fill
the following positions
in its suburban
Maryland location: arborist (sales), climber, and crane
operator. The ideal candidates will have 3-5 years of
experience in the tree service industry. ISA certification
and a proven track record are highly preferred. Valid
driver’s license required. Competitive compensation
and benefit package. Please email resume and con-
tact info to wcallahan@AdirondackTreeExperts.com.

Post your resume at www.jobs.tcia.org
1-800-733-2622 classifieds@tcia.org
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Opdyke Inc.

150+ specialized trucks in stock boom/crane/knuck-
lebooms/ 4x4 single and tandem. Go to our website
www.opdykes.com. (215) 721-4444.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

All types and brands of professional arborist climb-
ing, lowering and rope accessories at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Visa, MC, AX. Small
Ad – Big Savings, since 1958. 1-800-873-3203.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
ArborGold Software

Complete job management! Tree Management
Systems, Inc. delivers cutting edge software specif-
ically designed to help tree care companies close
more sales, create repeat business, reduce cost and
monitor crew productivity, works with QuickBooks.
Visit our website www.ArborGold.com for a FREE in-
depth video demo or call 1-800-933-1955 today for
more information.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
Tree Business in Scotch Plains, NJ

Gross over $1M per year, turnkey operation, 56-year
tradition. Owner retiring, available immediately. For
sale: property, name, clientele and equipment. For
info call (908) 482-8855.

Complete Tree Service in Central California

Priced to sell, exceptional reputation. Recession proof,
over 300 customers, commercial, residential & public
works, room to grow. Gross over $300k. Call Chriso for
info (661) 972-2587 or chrisolee@att.net.

Circle 35 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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MyFleetDept.com

Fleet Management and
Training solutions for
the Tree Industry.
Check out our website
at www.MyFleetDept.com or call 585-374-8827.

Professional Safety Training in Spanish 

We offer EHAP; OSHA-10 hours for Tree
Care & Landscape; First Aid and CPR.
Train in your company or area (10 peo-
ple minimum). Call for more info (682)
551-9771 or email DrMartha@Holistic-Safety.com.

Advertise used equipment in the April issue of 
TCI Equipment Locator

1-800-733-2622 or classifieds@tcia.org

AlturnaMATS, Inc.

Your Single Source for Ground Protection! Mats are avail-
able 2’x4’ up to 4’x8’ and feature a Limited Lifetime
Warranty! Built Tough Guaranteed! 1-888-544-6287,
sales@alturnamats.com; www.alturnamats.com.
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By Thomas A. Ginnow

O
ne of the greatest joys of working

in the tree care industry is the

opportunity to meet people from a

very wide range of backgrounds. In 19

years with The Care of Trees, my interac-

tion with individuals have included notable

political figures such as Mayor Richard

Daley and Senator Carol Moseley Braun,

Nobel prize recipients, WWII vets that

were involved with the Normandy inva-

sion and German vets who were on the

other side of the beachhead. I highly value

and appreciate the time these homeowners

and business people have given me and the

interest they’ve shown regarding the care

of their trees. Recently, I had the honor of

meeting Bob VanBendegom, a gentleman

who, unknowingly, has been a part of my

life for the past 16 years.

In 1988, when still actively serving in

the army, a friend gave me a blue alu-

minum POW/MIA bracelet in

remembrance of Marine PFC Bobby R.

Carter, who was last seen October 21,

1953, in Korea. In 1995, after moving back

to Wisconsin, I decided I wanted

to also wear a POW/MIA

bracelet for a Wisconsin soldier.

I purchased a red aluminum

bracelet with the name SSGT

James L. VanBendegom, who

went missing July 12, 1967, in

South Vietnam. 

I met Bob VanBendegom on a

work related matter and asked if

he was any relation to James.

Indeed, Bob was James’

younger brother. Bob graciously

shared James’ story with me.

James was born in Kenosha, Wisc., the

second of four sons. James was a typical

Wisconsin boy with a quiet presence, who

enjoyed woodworking. He sang in the

Lutheran church choir and  worked deliv-

ering newspapers and at a neighborhood

grocery store. James dropped out of high

school during his junior year and volun-

teered for the military draft. He knew that

his number would be picked sooner than if

he would have simply registered for the

draft. 

In early 1967, James reported to the

MEPS (Military Entrance Processing

Station) in Milwaukee for his physical and

swearing in ceremony. He was sent to Ft.

Jackson, South Carolina, for basic training

and advanced infantry training in the

105mm recoilless rifle. According to Bob,

this specialized training was considered

lucky. The skill was needed for a defensive

type of operation during the Vietnam War. 

After advanced training, James was given

30 days of leave before being shipped to

Viet Nam. Bob recalled speaking to James

on a bright, sunny, Saturday morning one

week before Father’s Day. He remembered

asking James if he knew why he was being

sent to Vietnam. James replied, “So they

don’t come here.” That was the last day Bob

and James saw each other.

Pvt. James VanBendegom was attached

to the Red Warriors, Company B, 12th

Battalion of the 4th Infantry Division in the

central highlands out of Pleiku. The 4th

Infantry Division had replaced the 1st

Cavalry Division. The 1st Cavalry had

recently been victorious over the North

Vietnamese Army in the Ia Drang Valley,

which was the story for the book and

movie, We Were Soldiers Once and Young,

written by Lt. General Moore and Joseph

Galloway. On July 12, 1967, Company B

was sent into the Ia Drang Valley.

According to James’s fellow surviving sol-

diers, Company B went out on the mission

with limited ammunition and insufficient

intelligence. A battle ensued in which 38

Americans were killed in action and seven

taken prisoner. 

A few days after the battle, James’s par-

ents received a telegraph that listed James

as missing in action. Bob stated that his

parents still believed that James had sur-

vived, until the fall of 1967 when they

received a package with James’ personal

effects. On May 14, 1973, two days after

Bob was married, the family received noti-

fication that James was confirmed as killed

The author recently met Bob VanBendegom, shown here, who, unknowingly,
has been a part of the author’s life for the past 16 years.

TCIA Member Forum

James VanBendegom
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in action. A later released American POW

reported that James had died of his battle-

field wounds while detained as a POW

somewhere in Cambodia. In August 1973

the family found closure with a memorial

service for their lost son.

I, too, now have some closure for the

soldier whose bracelet I wear. This

bracelet has come to life for me and I

know, now, the story of a young man who

served and gave his life for his country.

The coincidence of meeting James’ broth-

er, Bob, through a work experience, has

given additional meaning to wearing the

bracelet. The honor of wearing this

bracelet for a missing soldier has now

been bridged to include James’s family.

They, too, have made a great sacrifice and

I will continue to wear this bracelet for the

entire VanBendegom family.

Tom Ginnow is a district manager for
TCIA-accredited The Care of Trees in
Lake Bluff, Illinois.

Circle 34 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

TCIA exists to help tree care businesses,
you, do business better. TCI Magazine is
one of the ways we do that.

Q. What can you do to help us maintain our
position as the best magazine in the tree
care industry?
A. Fill out a subscription card for your FREE
subscription every year. (in every issue, and on
this issue’s cover wrap)

Q. Why?
A. It costs money to publish a high-quality
magazine. Advertising support enables us to
provide you the highest quality educational,
scientific, business and safety articles.

Q. How does filling out a subscription card
help?
A. Advertisers look at the number of sub-
scribers who request the magazine by filling
out a card. To them, it means people are
reading it.

Q. What if you don’t fill it out?
A. We don’t look as attractive to advertisers
and they may not support the magazine, and
the quality of the magazine suffers. Also, after
three years you’ll be dropped from the list.

Q. How often should you fill out the card?
A. Once a year would be best. Directly
requesting the magazine is the best way you
can show advertisers that you are actually
reading the magazine. Doing so every year
shows them that you are reading it regularly.
We show them those numbers.

Q. So, will filling out the card once a year
help TCI keep you informed in countless
ways that will benefit your career and your
business?
A. Yes.

Q. Can we make it any clearer?
A. You tell us.

Please help us help you keep enjoying TCI Magazine!



S
ince 2009, New York City’s

MillionTrees Training Program

(MTTP), in collaboration with the

TREE Fund and its partners, has provided

paid job training in tree and plant care skills

to underemployed or disenfranchised city

youth. Using its parks as outdoor class-

rooms and expert trainers from STIHL Inc.,

Bartlett Tree Experts, Asplundh Tree Expert

Co. and The Davey Tree Expert Company,

the New York City Parks & Recreation

Department has crafted a program that pro-

duces a trained workforce to care for the

city’s trees and landscapes while providing

green career opportunities for some of its

young residents.

The Parks Department rigorously

screens applicants for the seven-month

program, and devotes the first six weeks of

training to “orientation” courses related to

arboriculture, horticulture, safety and the

life skills needed to succeed in the work-

force. The next step is job-specific training

in either Ecological Restoration or

Arboriculture. Trainers, equipment and

support for the MTTP Arboriculture Track

are provided at no charge by TREE Fund

partners STIHL, Bartlett, Asplundh and

Davey. The program graduated its second

class of trainees in 2011, and nine more

Arboriculture trainees are on track to grad-

uate in April 2012.

In November 2011, the MTTP trainees

joined forces with 91 local volunteers to

plant 75 large (15-30 gallon) and 300 small

(1-gallon) trees in NYC neighborhoods

chosen for their sparse tree canopy and

high hospitalization rates for asthma. After

a presentation by the trainees about the

MillionTreesNYC Initiative and the MTTP

program, the group got down to the work

of planting trees. According to Brian

Aucoin, New York City’s director of

Environmental Service Learning &

Training Programs, these opportunities to

share their knowledge with others during

community planting projects have been a

source of pride for the trainees. The com-

munity plantings also fulfill MTTP’s

objectives of working in underserved

neighborhoods, instilling a service ethic in

its trainees and educating citizens in the

importance of caring for the trees in their

neighborhoods. 

December found the trainees immersed

in classes on plant care, nursery stock, win-

ter tree identification, chain saw

maintenance and safe chain saw use. The

Arboriculture trainees also received a

week of hands-on training in climbing, rig-

ging and pruning that included instruction

in using tools safely while aloft. Asplundh

brought its “Volts Wagon” on site for a ses-

sion on electrical hazards and a live line

demonstration.

The benefits of the MTTP program are

hardly limited to the trainees, or the city.

David McMaster, vice president for

Bartlett, spoke for many of the profession-

al trainers who return each year to work

with the Arboriculture trainees when he

said, “The arboriculture industry needs

more joint ventures like the MTTP.

“We start out with a group of trainees

who’ve never touched a chain saw or

climbed a tree, and watch them evolve into

competent, employable young adults. By

the end of the week we had the entire class

working comfortably and safely in trees as
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TREE Fund Update

Greg Paige, Bartlett Arboretum curator, demonstrates plant health care practices to participants in New York City’s
MillionTrees Training Program.

MTTP trainees learn the ropes.

(Continued on page 61)



Anderson new trustee
The TREE Fund welcomes new trustee

Doug Anderson, president of Anderson

Tree Care, 15-year TCIA member, past

president of the Western Chapter of ISA

and six-time Tour des Trees rider. An ISA-

certified arborist since 1992, Anderson

currently serves as WCISA’s Certification

Committee chair, 2012 Conference

Program chair and Britton Fund president.

He was the chapter’s TREE Fund Liaison

from 2003-08. His experience and expert-

ise in corporate business and non-profit

management, fundraising and board gover-

nance should prove valuable.

Registration for the 2012 STIHL Tour

des Trees is now open at www.stihltourdes

trees.org. The 2012 Tour will embark from

Portland, Oregon, August 5 on a 585-mile

loop, returning August 11 for a 1-day Ride

for Research/20th Anniversary celebra-

tion. Ride/sponsor/volunteer/donate at

www.stihltourdestrees.org.

The TREE Fund Research Committee

recently approved funding for:

John Z. Duling Grants:

u Dr. Edward Gilman, University of

Florida, Tree Response to Pruning Cuts on
Branches that Lack Collars.

u Dr. Gary Watson, The Morton

Arboretum, Utilizing Space Age Digital

Strain Measurement Technology to Identify
Zones of Mechanical Weakness in Trees.

Jack Kimmel International Grants:

u Matt Follett, Université du Québec à

Montréal, Effect of Pruning Type on
Crown Motion.
u Dr. Alessio Fini, University of

Florence, Italy, Effects of root severance by
excavation on growth, physiology and
uprooting resistance of two urban tree
species.

Find additional details at www.tree-

fund.org.

Applications are due April 1 for the

TREE Fund’s:

u Robert Felix Memorial Scholarship

u Hyland R. Johns Research Grant

Program

u Arboriculture Education Grant

Program

u Ohio Chapter ISA Education Grant

Program (new!)

Applications are available now at

www.treefund.org.
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high as 50 feet, and cutting log lengths

competently and safely. We come back

each year because the students are always

so engaging, and we leave with the feeling

that we’ve accomplished more than just

job training. This program is really about

changing lives.”

Brian Aucoin, NYC Parks and
Recreation Dept.; David McMaster, TCIA
accredited Bartlett Tree Experts; and
Mark Foster, Asplundh Tree Expert Co.,
contributed to this article.

Circle 33 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

NYC Million Trees Program
(Continued from page 60)
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Training & Education

T
he October snowstorm in the

Northeast may have postponed the

second annual Arborist Crane

Rigging workshop, but there was no stop-

ping this large-scale project.

In the end, 22 participants along with

seven high school students and 10-12 spec-

tators spent December 8-10 at Crane Estate

in Ipswich, Mass., to take part in the work-

shop, which focused on crane assisted

removals. Participants learned to make

crane picks, safely and in compliance with

ANSI standards, plus explored different

techniques for crane setup, determining the

weight and capacities for each pick, choic-

es of rigging, and proper work-positioning

in the tree. 

The first workshop took place in Ipswich

in November 2010.

Hands-on instructors for the second

workshop included three-time ISA World

Champion Tree Climber Mark Chisholm,

Brian Noyes from Heritage Tree Care, and

Dan Mayer and Jim Courville from 19-

year TCIA member company Mayer Tree

Care. When participants weren’t out in the

field, they were taking part in education

sessions from industry leaders such as

Peter Gerstenberger, TCIA’s senior advisor

for safety, compliance & standards. 

Participants came from all over New

England, the Midwest and

Mid-Atlantic to partake in

this seminar. “Nothing beats

the hands-on element of this

workshop,” says TCIA mem-

ber Kristian Schultz of Tree

Care, Inc. in Troy, Ohio. 

A popular new interactive

feature this year included a

speaker system that allowed

all the participants to listen in

on the discussions happening

via headset between the crane

operator, climber and instruc-

tor. Attendees could watch the

action happening, while also

listening to the instructions

and explanations of each step.  

Although the attendees

enjoyed the educational

aspect of the workshop, a

key component of this event

is the community service. All

the work done is donated to

the Crane Estate, a national

historical landmark that is

maintained by The Trustees

of Reservations. 

“Although the basis of this workshop is

Students from Bristol County Agricultural High School who came to watch and
learn got a good glimpse of what their futures may have in store for them.

A popular new interactive feature this year included a
speaker system that allowed all the participants to listen
in on the discussions happening via headset between the
crane operator, climber and instructor. 

Participants and spectators mingle and watch while other participants rig the next piece. Photos by Amy Tetreault, TCIA.
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industry training, we are also giving back

to a deserving local charity while high-

lighting the importance of camaraderie and

community service,” says Courville.

The workshop focuses solely on clean-

ing up the property’s “Grande Alleè,” a

half-mile-long mall lined with trees that

cascades from the famous mansion down

to Ipswich Bay. 

Bob Murray, superintendent of the

Crane Estate, is “thrilled” with the work

that has been done on this large-scale proj-

ect. And he’s glad that the project is

two-fold. “You can really see that the

attendees are relishing in what they’re

learning,” he explains. “You can actually

feel the energy of everyone working.” 

Some particularly excited spectators

were the seven arboriculture students from

Bristol County Agricultural High School.

“It’s great to see real-world stuff like this,”

says student Shane McCallister. The stu-

dents, who also attended Student Career

Days at TCI EXPO in Hartford in

November, expresed excitement to enter

the tree care industry in the future. 

The instructors, who are planning to

expand the reach of these crane workshops,

are currently looking for suggestions on

future event sites. If you’re interested in

hosting a workshop in your area, or want to

stay updated on future events, visit face-

book.com/ArboristCraneRigging. 

To learn more about this project and the

Crane Estate, visit www.thetrustees.org.

Getting to the hook to detach the rigging may have proved to be one of the day’s more difficult tasks, especially when dis-
tracted by the view out across Ipswich Bay and the Atlantic Ocean.

The instructors are plan-
ning to expand the reach
of these crane workshops
and are currently looking
for suggestions on future
event sites.



Germans give nod to larch
The European larch (Larix decidua) has

been named Germany’s “Tree of the Year”

for 2012. It produces a durable wood and is

the source of Venice turpentine, which

once was thought to have wondrous heal-

ing properties. 

The selection was made, as every year,

by the Dr. Silvius Wodarz-Stiftung of

Marktredwitz, a foundation that publicizes

the Tree of the Year.

Alone among Germany’s native conifers

the European larch sheds its needles in the

fall after a spectacular color display. There

is no certainty as to why it sheds the nee-

dles, but it may be so that it can better

withstand the harsh temperatures that are

often found where it grows. It can survive

temperatures as low as -40C (-40F), and is

found frequently both in northern latitudes

and at higher elevations, where it helps

provide security against avalanches.

Recent studies in Britain have found that

the European larch has a high potential for

improving the air quality in cities, and it is

recommended for lining streets and plant-

ing in parks. It’s also good as a garden tree,

providing shade in summer and letting the

sunlight through in winter. The wood,

being hard and water-resistant, is very

good for boats, shingles, fence posts, pails

and barrels, and its needles are used in salts

to soften and scent bath water. 

Contributed by Ted Shoemaker

Europe study seeking better
trees for city streets, parks

The horse chestnut, plane and other

common trees in European cities suffer

from fungi, insect pests, dryness, exhaust

smoke, street salting and other problems.

And global warming seems to be having its

effect. So several studies are underway,

with state support, to find trees that are bet-

ter able to cope with these conditions. 

In a 10-year study, “City Green 2021,”

in Bavaria, Germany, trees of 20 different

species from all over the world have been

planted in several cities, and will be

observed under a number of conditions.

Among others, they are studying the gink-

go from China, the silver linden from

Southeast Europe and the catalpa from

North America, trees that have shown

resistance to such factors as heat, dryness,

insect pests, illnesses and late frosts. 

In a companion study, the roots of half of

the trees in the Bavarian project are being

treated with the mycorrhiza fungus, which

can form a symbiosis with the tree and

improve the intake of nutrients and moisture

and resistance to dryness. While this sym-

biosis is common in forests, it has up to now

rare in city trees, at least in Germany.

Contributed by Ted Shoemaker.

New ‘super’ yeast turns pine
into ethanol

Researchers at the University of Georgia

have developed a “super strain” of yeast

that can efficiently ferment ethanol from

pretreated pine – one of the most common

species of trees in Georgia and the U.S.

Their research could help biofuels replace

gasoline as a transportation fuel.

“Companies are interested in producing

ethanol from woody biomass such as pine,

but it is a notoriously difficult material for

fermentations,” said Joy Doran-Peterson,

associate professor of microbiology in the

Franklin College of Arts and Sciences.

“The big plus for softwoods, including

pine, is that they have a lot of sugar that

yeast can use,” she said. “Yeast are cur-

rently used in ethanol production from

corn or sugarcane, which are much easier

materials for fermentation; our process

increases the amount of ethanol that can be

obtained from pine.”

Before the pinewood is fermented with

yeast, however, it is pre-treated with heat

and chemicals, which help open the wood

for enzymes to break the cellulose down

into sugars. Once sugars are released, the

yeast will convert them to ethanol, but

compounds produced during pretreatment

tend to kill even the hardiest industrial

strains of yeast, making ethanol production

difficult.

Doran-Peterson, along with doctoral

candidate G. Matt Hawkins, used directed

evolution and adaptation of

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a species of

yeast used commonly in industry for pro-

duction of corn ethanol, to generate the

“super” yeast.

Their research, published online in

Biotechnology for Biofuels, shows that the

pine fermented with the new yeast can suc-

cessfully withstand the toxic compounds

and produce ethanol from higher concentra-

tions of pretreated pine than previously

published.

During a two-year period, Doran-

Peterson and Hawkins grew the yeast in

increasingly inhospitable environments.

The end result was a strain of yeast capa-

ble of producing ethanol in fermentations

Tree News Digest
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The European larch (Larix decidua). Photo by Dr. Silvius
Wodarz

The catalpa tree.



of pretreated wood containing as much as

17.5 percent solid biomass. Previously,

researchers were only able to produce

ethanol in the presence of 5 to 8 percent

solids. Studies at 12 percent solids

showed a substantial decrease in ethanol

production.

This is important, said Doran-

Peterson, because the greater the

percentage of solids in wood, the more

ethanol that can be produced. However, a

high percentage of solids also places

stress on the yeast.

“Couple that stress with the increase in

toxic compounds, and the fermentation usu-

ally does not proceed very well,” she said.

Pine is an ideal substrate for biofuels not

only because of its high sugar content, but

also because of its sustainability. The

loblolly pine that Doran-Peterson and

Hawkins used for their research is among

the fastest growing trees in the American

South.

“We’re talking about using forestry

residues, waste and unsalable timber,” said

Peterson, “Alternatively, pine forests are

managed for timber and paper manufactur-

ing, so there is an existing infrastructure to

handle tree-farming, harvest and trans-

portation for processing.

“The basic idea is that we’re trying to get

the yeast to make as much ethanol as it can,

as fast as it can, while minimizing costs

associated with cleaning or washing the

pretreated pine. With our process, no addi-

tional clean-up steps are required before

the pine is fermented,” she said.

The research was funded by grants from

C2 Biofuels LLC and the U.S. Department

of Energy. Their paper is available online

at www.biotechnologyforbiofuels.com/

content/4/1/49/.
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By Brian Colter

A
few summers ago Clint

Eastwood’s movie Grand Torino
was filmed in Southeast Detroit.

Grosse Pointe Park borders the east side of

Detroit. Unfortunately, this area of Detroit

has seen better days. Now, vacant lots far

outnumber houses. This used to be a thriv-

ing, clean, vibrant neighborhood, or so I’m

told. Now some blocks don’t even have a

single house on them.

The crew set up on one of these vacant

lots to film a scene, just blocks away from

where my office is. The location director

approached me. He was concerned about

poison ivy being present and, being from

California, wasn’t sure what it looked like.

He was a nice guy who was sincerely inter-

ested in trees. He saw “three-leafed” plants

and was wary of the adage, “leaves of

three, let it be.”

Poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans) is

a three-leafed woody vine that is noxious

to humans. It occurs in all states except

Alaska, Hawaii and California. Western

poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum)

is a three-leafed plant that is noxious to

humans. It is found only on the Pacific

Coast of the United States and Canada.

Wild strawberry (Fragaria virginiand) is

plentiful in Michigan and looks very simi-

lar to poison ivy and poison oak, but is not

harmful.

I knew I wouldn’t find any poison oak.

I didn’t see any poison ivy but walked

the lot and diligently checked it out any-

way. This lot was overgrown with weeds,

but there weren’t any types of noxious

plants to be worried about. All sorts of

trash littered the place. Homeless people

use this lot to store their life possessions.

Old grocery store carts were scattered

throughout loaded with all sorts of

human-made trash: Toilet paper, broken

glass, an occasional ripped up sleeping

bag – it was disgusting. I was careful

where I stepped.

“Nothing poisonous in here,” I said. 

“Can you tell the boss yourself please?”

asked the assistant who drove me to the

site. “He’s very concerned about his work-

ers’ safety.”

“Sure,” I replied, convinced that by the

“boss” he meant the location director I had

met earlier. I was escorted through the

crowd on the set to a lone director’s chair

perched in the shade of a boxelder tree

(Acer negundo, ironically called the poison

ivy tree by some). When I looked up it was

Clint Eastwood himself – legs crossed,

dressed casually, looking absolutely great

for an 80-year-old man.

I have to admit I was tongue tied at first.

A part of me didn’t believe it was him. (I’m

a big fan of all of Eastwood’s movies).

Then he slowly and deliberately raised his

head and in his Dirty Harry voice asked,

“Well... are any of my guys going to get a

rash in there?”

Immediately I was certain it was really

him and confidently replied, “Mr.

Eastwood, the only thing your team has to

worry about is stepping on broken liquor

bottles.” 

He laughed, shook my hand, thanked me

and I went back to work.

Brian Colter is city forester in Grosse
Pointe Park, Michigan.

Sketch by Rich May, TCIA.
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